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Former Falcons light flame   Martial arts 
By Dan Nied 
THE  BC HEWS 
, As Mike Eruzione look the 
torch al the base of the Olympic 
cauldron Friday, he summoned 
for the rest of the 1980 USA 
Olympic hockey team to join him 
in lighting the world's most 
lainous flame. 
Out walked two pieces of 
Bowling Green history ready to 
add to their already rich saga 
Ken Morrow and Mark Wells, 
former Bowling Green hockey 
players who made their marks as 
part of the "Miracle on Ice" team 
joined the rest of their Olympic 
teammates in lighting the 
ilympic llame in Salt lake City. 
It is an honor that is viewed as 
ie of the highest in the Olympic 
movement. In Atlanta in 1996, the 
last time the Olympics were held 
in the United States, Boxing great 
Muhammed /Mi lit the flame. 
In an interview last Thursday, 
the day before the opening cere- 
monies, Morrow kept what has 
traditionally been one of the 
world's best kept secret. 
"We'll make it down to Salt Lake 
City," he said. "They're having a 
dinner out there this weekend so 
I'm going to make it out." 
never did he mention the 
Olympic flame. 
"It was the hardest secret I've 
ever had to keep," I-nrzionc, the 
teptain of the 1980 team, told the 
jjssociatcd Press 
I Morrow and Wells came to 
Bowling Green as friends in 1975. 
■hey roomed together for their 
fciur years here and went on lo the 
Olympics together. Morrow was 
an almosl immediate selection 
and starred at lake Placid as one 
of the team's best defenseman. In 
the Olympics Morrow had a goal 
and two assists. 
Wells was one of the hist addi- 
tions to the team and added two 
goals and an assist in seven 
Olympic games. 
Hruzione spoke for his team- 
mates after the ceremonies. 
"1 think this is probably the final 
journey," he told the Associated 
Press. "It's hard to imagine your- 
self being an Olympic athlete and 
winning a gold medal then 22 
years go by arid you carry the 
torch and light the Olympic 
flame," 
And, in Morrow and Wells, 
another part BowlingGrcen histo- 
ry was written. 
academy in BG 
OLYMPIC FIRE: Ken Morrow, furthest on the right, Mark Wells, not pictured, and the 1980 USA 
Olympic hockey team light the Olympic flame at the opening ceremonies in Salt Lake City Friday 
by Kara Hull 
t HE  BG NEWS 
Bowling Green pre-med stu- 
dent, soccer player, business 
owner, National Guardsman, 
Haitian Olympic team member, 
any of these roles can fit senior 
hide Remy on any given day. 
But now he's turning his atten- 
tion to his own 
Martial      Arts 
Academy. 
Remy is the 
proud owner of 
Remy's Martial 
Arts Academy, 
located in 
cl o w ntown 
Howling Green. 
The academy 
offers instruc- 
tion in 
fa e k w o n d o, 
Kick Boxing, 
Self-defense, as 
well as a fitness 
class. 
"I would like to spread 
Taekwondo not only as self- 
defense, but as a competitive 
sport," Remy said. "Taekwondo 
is indeed an Olympic sport, and 
I would like to train students 
from this school, or from the 
community, to participate In 
national competitions or the 
Olympics," 
Of course this Taekwondo 
blackbelt has already realized his 
Olympic dream. Remy was a 
member of the Haitian 
Taekwondo Olympic team in 
1988 and 1996. He became a 
coach for the team in 2000. 
"It's always been my dream to 
be able to coach people at that 
level," Remy said. "I'd like to be 
able to share that experience 
with those in the community,'' 
Also a member of the Korean 
Martial Arts Club on campus, 
"(Remy is} a great martial 
artist and a very patient instruc- 
tor," said Wendy Manning, fac- 
ulty Adviser for the club. 
"1 le's very intense," Manning 
said. "Sometimes that can be 
intimidating with people, but I 
don't see that with him," 
Biology Professor Ur. Daniel 
Wiegmann is the bead instructor 
"There is not much 
offered for these 
people and I 
would like to be 
able to train them 
in self defense so 
they can have the 
same chance as 
everyone else." 
1UDE REMY, MARTIAL ARTS 
ACADEMY OWNER 
of the Korean Martial Arts Club 
and expects to coordinate the 
club with Remy's Martial Arts 
Academy. 
"I Ie has a great support group 
On campus, and bis academy 
will help to bring the martial arts 
community together," Manning 
said. "We're all really excited for 
him and want 
to see him (lie) 
successful in 
this venture. 
"I feel that 
the academy 
could be a 
wonderful 
asset to the 
community.'' 
W i e g m a n n 
said. "Remy 
has bad 
considerable 
training in 
Taekwondo 
and I would 
definitely go to 
him if I were interested in com- 
petitive training." 
lay MacNeal, graduate stu- 
dent and member of the Korean 
Martial Arts Club, said "there's a 
lot of video game players among 
kids today. There are a lot of kids 
who need physical activity and 
martial arts would lie gcxxl for 
them" 
Remy not only wishes to train 
children, but also the physically 
handicapped. 
"There is not much offered for 
these people and I would like to 
be able to train them in self- 
defense so they can have the 
same chance as everyone else," 
Kenn said. 
Remy sees his academy as a 
chance for novices to pick up the 
trade 
"A self-defense class would be 
the fastest way for someone to 
learn to defend dicmselves." I Ie 
said. "I also would like to offer 
self-defense classes for groups or 
organizations anywhere in the 
community,". 
Free first classes are offered at 
the academy and martial arts 
demonstration for instruction 
and entertainment are also 
available. 
Spain opposes 
first gay priest 
By lerome Socolovsky 
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MADRID, Spain — The first 
priest in Spanish history to 
openly acknowledge living an 
ective homosexual life vowed 
Friday to fight to make the 
(toman Catholic Church aban- 
don its "caveman mentality" and 
accept gays and lesbians in the 
pews and on the pulpit. 
[ But die Rev. Jose Mantero first 
had to defend himself against 
to cialfil Press Proto 
PAY CATHOLIC PRIEST: Rev. 
Jose Mantero Garcia, a Spanish 
Roman Catholic priest leaves a 
press conference Friday after 
explaining his reasons for 
announcing he„was gay. 
what he described as a smear 
campaign by prelates and con- 
servative opinion makers since 
liis confession scandalized the 
church and catapulted him to 
stardom in Spain. 
"Being gay not only is not a 
sin, it's a gift from God. It's a gift 
from God equal to being hetero- 
sexual," the priest from the small 
southern town of Valverde del 
Camino told a packed news con- 
ference at a Madrid hotel. 
"If he created you gay, he 
wants you to be gay. At no point 
does be want you to regret being 
so." 
Mantero, 39, revealed his 
homosexuality in an interview 
last week with the gay magazine 
Zero, saying he realized he was 
gay when he was 12. 
The admission triggered a 
debate on television talk shows, 
in cafes and in the living rooms 
of a nation once known as "the 
sword of Rome" for its fervent 
support of Roman Catholicism. 
This week, the Bishop of 
Huelva, Monsignor Ignacio 
Noguer Carmona, prohibited 
Mantero from hearing confes- 
sion. 
Other clerics called him "sick" 
and "abnormal" while an edito- 
PRIEST, PAGE 2 
BGSU educates community about diversity 
By Marie Chiche 
1HE BG NEWS 
Around 300 people from the 
University and the Bowling 
Green community gathered 
Saturday in the Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union 
Ballroom to celebrate Diversity 
Day 
From noon until 6 p.m.. they 
had the chance to learn more 
about the diverse organizations 
on campus and to assist in dif- 
ferent kinds of performances. 
"The purpose of Diversity 
Day was to illustrate to the stu- 
dent body and the BG commu- 
nity that diversity expands 
much further than the color," 
said (on Bragg, president of the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government "Diversity is 
everyday and falls in between 
the sky above our head and the 
floor under our feet." 
While the attendance was 
moderate, Bragg said it was a 
good turnout for a Saturday and 
considering that this was the 
first Diversity Day. He added 
that he was very pleased with 
the wide range of people pre- 
sent. 
"Diversity is sexual prefer- 
ences, creative ability, poetry, 
physical abilities, and religious 
affiliation," Bragg said. This was 
illustrated throughout the dif- 
ferent performances given dur- 
RMwkati Cwuates BG News 
DIVERS FTY/ 'AGE 2 
DIVERSITY DAY: Sarah Fabian gets her face painted during Saturday's Diversity Day. The day was held 
in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union and was sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Government. 
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Colleges search for best policy to 
inform parents of students in trouble 
By David Crary 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Most parents of college stu- 
dents get plenty of campus-relat- 
ed information — newsletters, 
solicitations, the inevitable bills. 
But if the student fails a slew of 
courses, attempts suicide or is 
hospitalized after a drinking 
binge, mom and dad may be 
kept in the dark. 
Of the many dilemmas con- 
fronting colleges today, few are as 
vexing — or potentially serious 
— as parental notification. A case 
in point is the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, target of 
a $27 million lawsuit by parents 
who say they should have been 
warned of their daughter's wors- 
ening mental health before she 
committed suicide in 2000. 
In less dramatic form, college 
administrators nationwide often 
have to balance a student's priva- 
cy rights against parents' desire 
to know if their child is in trouble. 
"The universities are finding 
themselves under fire from both 
"The universities are finding themselves under fire from both 
sides, one saying we're doing too little, the other saying we're 
doing too much." 
RICK OLSHAK, ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL 
sides, one saying we're doing too 
little, the other saying we're doing 
too much," said Rick Olshak, an 
Illinois State University official 
and outgoing president of the 
Association for Student ludicial 
Affairs. 
Under a 1974 federal privacy 
act, most colleges stopped noti- 
fying parents about the academ- 
ic, disciplinary and health prob- 
lems of their children. 
Congress amended the law in 
1998 to specify that administra- 
tors could tell parents about 
alcohol and drug offenses com- 
mitted by students under 21. 
Since then, scores of colleges 
have adopted notification poli- 
cies, often despite opposition 
from student government bod- 
ies. 
Many schools notify parents 
only about serious incidents in 
which health and safety are at 
risk, and do not report routine 
cases of underage drinking. At 
the University of Delaware, how- 
ever, parents are notified of every 
alcohol and drug infraction, and 
administrators say violations 
have dropped markedly. 
"Parents are often in a position 
to influence students in ways 
that the institution is not," said 
John Bishop, Delaware's vice 
president for counseling and stu- 
dent development. 
While some colleges' notifica- 
tion policies seem aimed at 
reducing vulnerability to law- 
suits, Delaware's motivation was 
to curb heavy drinking, Bishop 
said. 
"Our students now tell anyone 
who asks that the 'party school' 
reputation no longer applies," 
Bishop said. "Some are mourn- 
ing the loss ... but we're getting 
more applications from better 
students than ever before." 
Delaware is praised as an 
exception to the norm by Jeffrey 
Levy, who became an advocate 
for parental notification after his 
son, Jonathan, died in a 1997 
drunk-driving accident while 
attending Radford University in 
Virginia Levy learned only after 
the crash that Jonathan had sev- 
eral run-ins with school officials 
for drinking violations. 
Though pleased that notifica- 
tion policies are spreading, Levy 
says implementation is often 
halfhearted. "It's a sham," he 
said. "The students are confident 
no one will call their parents." 
Howard and Connie Clery of 
Bryn Mawr, Pa., who founded the 
advocacy group Security on 
Campus after their daughter was 
raped and murdered at Lehigh 
University, say many colleges 
balk at notification because of 
embarrassment over widespread 
drinking. 
"They don't want to tell par- 
ents that kids are in the emer- 
gency wards every weekend get- 
ting their stomachs pumped 
out," Howard Clery said. 
While Delaware made about 
1,400 notifications in the first 
year of its policy, other schools 
consider notification a last resort 
Bill Ftiley, dean of students at 
the University of Illinois, said 
only about 10 families were con- 
tacted during the first year of a 
new policy calling for notifica- 
tion if an infraction jeopardizes 
someone's health or safety. The 
policy is designed as a tool to 
combat substance abuse, not as 
a punitive measure, Riley said. 
Diversity day celebrated at U. campus BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
Clarification 
On Friday, The BG News 
reported that the Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union 
food court would open Feb. 
25. However, it is anticipated 
that the construction will be 
completed by this date but 
the food court will not open. 
According to Ed 
'O'Donnell, director of 
'University Dining Services, 
Ihe hopes that the food court 
will be open in early- to mid- 
March. Additional construc- 
tion delays may push back 
the opening. 
DIVERSITY, FROM PAGE 1 
ing the day, through dances 
from the Africana Dance 
Troupe, Hillel, the Praise 
Dancers and the Latino Student 
Union as well as singing, foren- 
sic performances and poetry 
readings. 
Diversity Day was organized 
by a planning committee made 
of different organizations on 
campus, including the 
University Activities 
Organization, the campus chap- 
ter of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored 
People, Latino Student Union, 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, the 
Spanish, Russian and German 
Clubs, the President's 
Leadership Academy, CARE and 
USG. 
"Every organization (on cam- 
pus) was contacted and invited 
to be on the planning commit- 
tee," Bragg said. 
Organizations from the plan- 
ning committee along with oth- 
ers such as Hillel, BGVeg. 
Africana Dance Troupe and the 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority held 
information tables all day. 
"It's a wonderful way to dis- 
play diversity on the campus 
and to celebrate everybody's 
uniqueness," said Ian lib. Gilbert, 
a member of the Africana Dance 
Troupe. 
"Because the campus popula- 
tion is made of different people, 
it provides an opportunity for us 
to learn from each other and to 
appreciate and value the differ- 
ences that exist," said Bertina 
Shuford, director for 
Multicultural Affairs. 
According to Shuford, an 
event such as Diversity Day is 
important because it gives the 
different organizations and peo- 
ple a chance to meet and to 
communicate with each other. 
She added that once the com- 
munication is started, then the 
relationship can move on to a 
day to day basis 
Bragg said that was one of the 
intentions for forming the plan- 
ning committee and getting all 
the organizations together. 
"Every day people can open 
their minds, appraise their hori- 
zon and not only learn about 
diversity but also embrace it," 
Bragg said. 
Gay priest 
comes out 
PRIEST, FROM PAGE 1 
rialist for the conservative ABC 
newspaper accused him of 
desiring publicity, calling him a 
"fairground freak." 
Even his Web site was plas- 
tered with links to pornograph- 
ic sites, a fact reported by the 
newspaper without mentioning 
the possibility of sabotage. The 
paper also claimed to have 
details of the priest's participa- 
tion in gay bashes and Internet 
chat sites. 
Mantero rejected the allega- 
tions as "radical fallacy... which 
shows what's behind this." 
"I have no interest in fame," 
he told the news conference 
Nevertheless, the cleric's rev- 
elation has ignited a national 
debate on homosexuality and 
the requirement of celibacy for 
priests. 
A television talk show devot- 
ed Friday night's edition to the 
issue, taking calls from women 
who had relationships with 
priests and gave birth to chil- 
dren as a result 
Homosexuality — severely 
repressed during the 1939-75 
dictatorship of Gen. Francisco 
Franco—has only been accept- 
ed in mainstream Spanish soci- 
ety in recent years, after a senior 
army officer, several politicians 
and entertainment figures 
came out of the closet. 
A number of regional govern- 
ments have recognized conju- 
gal rights for homosexuals, and 
the northern province of 
Navarra now allows gay adop- 
tions. 
Mantero said the church's 
response to his admissions 
reflects "a caveman mentality 
that has inflicted so much suf- 
fering and oppression on gays 
and lesbians not only through- 
out history but also in our own 
days." 
However, he said he didn't 
expect the church to change 
overnight and accept openly 
gay priests in to its ranks. 
"The church moves not by 
years, but by millennia," he 
said. "The change will happen. 
When? I don't know, but this will 
help bring it about" 
QPnmp 
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LEAVE YOUR BGSU  LEGACY 
The class of 2002 has a special chance to leave 
a personalized legacy of support to BGSU! 
For all Senior Class gifts of $80 or more, we will 
place a tile with your name, college and graduation 
year in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union. 
This is your only chance to get the special 
Senior discounted price - you must place your 
order by graduation day. 
How do I get my tile? You can find 
order forms and additional information at 
www.givebg.com, in the BGSU phone book, at 
the Information Desk at the Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union, at all of the college offices 
throughout campus, from any student 
organization leader or just call us at 
372-0400 and we will send you one! 
Occupational therapists help people 
live fully - Daily life is what 
"occupation" is all about: 
• Hospital-based Rehabilitation 
• School-based practice with children 
• Injury prevention at workplaces 
• Cognitive and psychiatric lehabilitation 
• Consultation in the community 
• Many other settings & innovative 
models 
Why study at the Medical 
College of Ohio? 
• 1 ligh national ranking for quality 
• Relatively low cost 
•Small class sis 
• Nationally recognized faculty 
• Excellent field work opportunities 
• Latest technology /Excellent .esourcra 
• Impressive success of MCO graduates 
Applications for Fall 2002 admission are being accepted now 
For information or to visit, 
call 419-383-4429 or 
Email mot@mco.edu. 
Check out our web site for detailed information: 
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.html 
CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS! 
FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 
• Heal included 
• New kitchens with brand new 
appliances including dishwashers 
• Oak cabinets 
• New vinyl floors 
• New air conditioning 
• Laundry facilities in all buildings 
• Ample parking 
• Convenient location, easy access 
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6 
• Guaranteed maintenance 
• Serene, park-like setting 
• Adjacent to BGSU 
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green 
(419) 352-6335 
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online 
Visit us at villagegreen.com <£> 
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P&G TESTING SEX DRIVE PATCH 
MASON, Ohio (AP) — Proctor & Gamble 
Pharmaceuticals is testing a testosterone patch that 
would restore sex drive in post-menopausal women. 
The Cincinnati company will invest several hundred 
million dollars developing the patch, called Intrinsa, 
and counts on a potential 15 million consumers. It 
won't hit the market for several years.  
www.bgnews.com/nation 
STATE 
Group wants verdicts changed 
COUJMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A 
national group lhal seeks to free 
wrongfully convicted prisoners 
is inking the case of iwo men 
serving life sentences for a 25- 
vear-old hank robbery and exe- 
culion-slyle slaying. 
Timothy Howard and Gary 
Lamar James were convicted of 
killing Berne Davis, a 74-year-old 
security guard, during a Dec. 21, 
1976 robbery at Ohio National 
Bank on the city's east side. 
Both were arrested alter con- 
tacting police to clear themselves 
and have been in prison since. 
Now, Pranklin County 
Common Pleas Judge Michael 
Watson is considering a request 
to reopen both cases based on 
evidence found by Columbus 
lawyer lames D. Owen and James 
C. McCloskey of Centurion 
Ministries. 
"I have a strong faith that 
somehow, some way we will free 
and exonerate both men." 
McCloskey told The Columbus 
Dispatch for a story Sunday. 
"We're going to be with them 
until they walk out — as long as it 
takes." 
Owen and McCloskey say that 
there is no physical evidence 
linking 1 loward and James to the 
scene and that important evi- 
dence was withheld from their 
defense attorneys. 
They say a bank employee was 
unable to pick James out of a 
series of pbotos and a key wit- 
ness told the FBI six days after 
the robbery that he did not rec- 
ognize the two men leaving the 
bank. 
They also say a detective testi- 
fied that other than a partial 
palm print, no identifiable fin- 
gerprints were found at the bank. 
But Columbus police files 
included three fingerprints from 
the scene. None matched 
Howard's or James'. 
"I can't imagine that we 
wouldn't give that to them," said 
George l-llis. the original assis- 
tant prosecutor in the case. "If I 
was going to suppress some- 
thing. I would have suppressed 
the palm print, not some odds- 
and-ends fingerprints." 
Howard's defense attorney, 
who has since become a judge, 
and the judge who sentenced 
lames have signed sworn state- 
ments supporting the need for 
new trials. 
Howard and lames, both 48, 
were convicted of aggravated 
murder and aggravated robbery. 
Death sentences for the two. 
childhood friends were com- 
muted to life when Ohio 
declared capital punishment 
unconstitutional in 1978. The' 
death penalty has since been 
reinstated. 
Princeton, N.J. -based 
Centurion Ministries, a nonprof- 
it foundation, has helped free 26 
prisoners nationwide — includ- 
ing two from Death Row. The 
group takes just 20 cases out of 
1.300 yearly requests. 
Investment broker turns himself into FBI 
By Joe Mihcia 
ASSOCIiltO PRESS WBirER 
CLEVELAND — An invest- 
ment broker suspected of steal- 
ing up to $300 million from his 
clients surrendered to the FBI on 
Saturday alter nearly a month on 
the run. 
Frank Crultadauria. 44, who 
was the manager of a Cleveland 
office ol Lehman Brothers, 
turned himself in without Inci- 
dent at the FBI's downtown 
office around 5 p.m. He will 
appear before a U.S. magistrate 
Monday, the FBI said in a one- 
page news release. 
A federal warrant issued Jan. 
25 charges him with making 
false statements to a financial 
institution. 
Grutladauria, a suburban 
Gates Mills resident, is suspected 
of a plot in which he had 
account statements for about 25 
clients mailed to his post office 
box. lie then allegedly forward- 
ed   falsified   statements   that 
inflated the value of client 
accounts. 
Grutladauria disappeared 
with his passport Ian. 11. He left 
the FBI a letter saying he acted 
alone and didn't take money for 
personal use. He wrote that lax 
supervision made it possible for 
him to misappropriate money 
over a 15-year period. 
Among the clients who lost 
money are businessman Samuel 
Glazcr, a Mr. Coffee co-founder 
who lost about $30 million and 
George Forbes, head of the local 
NAACP and a former president 
of Cleveland City Council who 
lost more than SI million. 
Another investor, Golda Stout, 
86, of Elgin, III., said she consid- 
ered Grutladauria like a son. 
Now she suspects him of taking 
her $2.5 million and leaving her 
with just S83.000. 
Stout said Saturday that she 
was glad Gruttadauria was still 
alive. 
"I am so excited about this 
that I'm not even able to talk 
sense. I didn't want him to kill 
himself even though I was mad 
at him," she said. "I'm trying to 
rationalize why a person would 
do what he has." 
Gruttadauria wrote a letter to 
his family following his disap- 
pearance, apologizing to his 
mother for putting her through 
the ordeal. 
"I don't know how to live as a 
fugitive," the letter concluded. 
His mother and a lawyer for 
the family did not immediately 
return calls seeking comment 
Saturday. 
Investigators have character- 
ized Gruttadauria's fraud as a' 
giant shell game where he trans- 
ferred client money into 
accounts he controlled under 
fictitious names. Whenever a 
client needed a withdrawal from 
an account that was empty, 
Gruttadauria would transfer • 
money frohi someone else's 
account. 
Brand New 
Apartments and Houses 
• 524 N. Enterprise St. 
Close to campus! 
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C 
$475-$525/mo. 
Bentwood Subdivision 
1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr. 
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage 
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03 
$1500/mo. 
GREENIMA*, INC. 
445 FAST WOOSTER ST. • 352-0717 
Spring Break in Panama City Beach, Florida! 
BE A CO I 
.i' ,.4   4*,      %.«■*..(_-. ♦ »»  *»»B»aW»a»   » #-W»*^T% 
BEACH RE*OHTi.CONF£RENC€ CENTER 
800 feel of (Jiilf Bench I ootar> • 2 Itrif 
Outdoor Swimming, I'ools • Sailboat, .let Ski 
•nil I V.i.snil Knilal* • Volleyball  • llngV 
ISt-ix-iil'roi.l llo( tub . Siiitr* up to 10 fVnpIr 
• \irporf limoiiniiie Sen ire 
T WORLD FAMOUS     DJ -BH IK...... 
*CiiSi    DA/)       Mo*!* Large*! * l.oiigr*! 
Wrf I Skirt (imfi-nl .ml Wet .lorki? Short Cmilixl 
. No fmrr for Samlpiprr (Surnlji 
Reservations 800.488.8828 
www.fttndpiperbeaeon.eom • ■•■ 
CHAPTER     I 
"Mom, you were my inspira- 
tion for Jimmy John's," I said as a 
tear rolled down my cheek. 
"Me?" she replied in heart- 
felt disbelief. 
"Yes. When I was a child, you 
told me never to cat burgers. So I 
set out to offer the world a healthier 
and tastier alternative." 
"Jimmy," Mother said sternly. 
"BoQgers. 1 told you never to 
cat boogers." 
Service 
Beyond the Degree: 
I Non-Profits and Volunteer Options: 
a panel discussion focusing on career opportunities        .   - 
Tuesday, February 12 
|Bowen-Thompson Student Union 207J 
7:00 • 8:30 PM 
Presenters from various non-profits 
and volunteer agencies discuss 
I career options and answer your questions! 
Community Service February Workshops 
Free and open to all, attend one or more 
of the sessions! 
How-To Basics of 
Service 
Wednesday, February 13 
bowen-Thempson Student Union 31 ( 
tWPM 
WE DELIVER 
^W^JOg^ 
Planning a Service Event 
Making it Great! 
Wednesday. February 20 
Bowen-Thompson Sludent Union 316 
6-7 PM 
Presenters include: Brian Rose, Program 
Director ol UCF Center lor Spiritual 
and Community Development 
Presenters include: 
Julie Blondo, Link Team Leader 
1616 E. WOOSTER AVE. 
BOWLING GREEN 
PH: 352.7200 
FX: 352.7203 
1HO** Jimmy John's Franchise. Inc. 
WWW.JIMMYJ0HNS.COM 
What does it matter? The 
Difference Service Makes! 
Wednesday. February 27 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
Presenters include: Tim legge. Wood 
County Director lor United Way 
For more information, please contact 
Pete Lafferty 
Office of Campus Involvement 
372-2343, pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved 
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QUOTE! VQHTrc 
"It's a chance for the world to see that in a 
time of war, we can come together in 
friendly competition. Let's roll." 
President George W. Bush, to members of Team USA before the opening cer- 
emony of the XIX Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake City. OPINION 
WIRK KDITOMAI IMI ISISI IJCill 
Loaded guns don't belong in schools 
(U-VVIRF.) PITTSBURGH — 
Why does a police officer need to 
bring a loaded weapon into a 
classroom for a demonstration? 
That happened in Philadelphia 
on Tuesday, with disastrous 
results. According to an article in 
Thursday's Pittsburgh Post- 
Gazctte, 10-year-old lames 
Reeves of Imani Education Circle 
Charter School in the city's Oak 
lane neighborhood, was grazed 
on the check by a bullet as a result 
of ail officer showing a loaded 
weapon to a class. 
Apparently. Philadelphia police 
officer Vanessa Carter-Morange 
was showing her weapon to 
Reeves' fourth grade class when 
she put the clip back into the gun 
and dropped It The gun fired and 
the bullet ricocheted off the floor 
and grazed Reeves' cheek. 
He was released from Temple 
University Medical Center after 
treatment. He — and everyone 
else in that room — was fortu- 
nate that Reeves' slight wounding 
was all that happened. Someone 
could easily have been killed, or at 
least severely wounded, if the bul- 
let had gone at even a slightly dif- 
ferent angle. 
This incident begs the question 
of what a police officer was doing 
with a loaded weapon in a fourth 
grade classroom in the first place. 
Oak Lane is known for being a 
dangerous section of 
Philadelphia In an area where 
police officers are on constant 
patrol, having one come into a 
school to speak to students is a 
wise idea. The students should be 
taught not lo fear police officers, 
and one speaking to the class 
about her job certainly follows 
that idea. 
Cartcr-Morange's own child 
was in the class. Surely many of us 
remember when we were young 
and our friends' parents came in 
to talk about their jobs. 
Perhaps there was even a legit- 
imate purpose for having the 
weapon in the class. According to 
the Post-Gazette, this was part of 
a demonstration. In a society 
where guns arc prevalent, teach- 
ing children about weapon safety 
is important. Too often we hear 
news reports about accidental 
shootings involving children 
finding a gun and not knowing 
anything about it. 
Bui there is no reason that gun 
should have been loaded. Carter- 
Morange could have demonstrat- 
ed the gun just as effectively 
unloaded. If she wanted to show 
the class what a bullet looked like, „ 
she could have done that without 
a loaded weapon in a class of- 
fourth graders. 
She is currently reassigned to 
desk duty while the police depart- 
ment investigates. Whatever her 
fate is, (his should be a warning to 
all police officers who speak to 
classes: If you have to bring your 
weapon — which is not prefer- 
able in the first place — please, 
please be sure it is not loaded. 
Is pornography evil? 
AT ISSUE CRU has set out on a campaign to raise campus conciousness 
about the negative effects of pornography. 
GUEST 
COLUMN. 
Michael Brown 
I can't (ell you how many 
people have approached me, 
asking me to report the altering 
of CRU's pornography signs 
thai have blanketed campus. 
I his isn't right," they say. "How 
can we slop Ibis?" (hey ask. 
My response (o these stu- 
dents and faculty has turned a 
few heads. "I think it's great," is 
usually my reply. Pornography 
is now in the campus commu- 
nity's consciousness. Even 
before the campus-wide event 
at (he end of this month, 
provocative dialogue is already 
happening, sort of. 
I loncsily. I hoped for a more 
iiKclleclual exchange of ideas, 
versus the words "kill" black- 
ened across our signs and paro- 
dy posters that say, "Is your 
partner thinking of somebody 
else while they're with you? 
Grow up! Of course ihey are." 
But free speech is free speech. 
And while I don't agree with the 
form or content of this expres- 
sion, 1 embrace them. These 
copycat signs demonstrate that 
somebody, somewhere may be 
wrestling with this issue. Or at 
the very least, we hit a nerve. 
Now, | would prefer having 
the privilege of interacting per- 
sonally with these folks so that 
we could have a stimulating 
exchange of ideas. But I realize 
that some people are shy — 
and would prefer to express 
their ideas in less customary 
ways 
But this is not die case with 
CRU. We look forward to hear- 
ing different viewpoints on 
pornography. We enjoy interre- 
lating face-to-face with people 
of all persuasions and perspec- 
tives. 
Now while some have 
accused CRU of simply using 
this medium to propagate an 
agenda or just to make an anti- 
pornography statement, this 
was not our intent. All along 
we have planned on creating a 
forum for discussion, begin- 
ning with a campus-wide 
event. Within a few days, there 
will be another wave of publici- 
ty, informing the campus com- 
munity of all the pertinent 
details. 
But for the record, CRU is not 
seeking to restrict the availabili- 
ty of pornography on the 
Internet. We are not looking to 
limit anyone's freedom of 
expression. Our goal is simple: 
Raise the issue, take an honest 
look at the potential cultural 
and sociological ramifications 
of pornography, and heighten 
awareness of a topic that affects 
many students on campus. 
And for those of you who 
would like to create posters that 
express a different position - 
please do so. We arc not dis- 
couraged, frustrated or alarmed 
by your sentiments. We wel- 
come them! We simply ask that 
you place your flier next to (as 
opposed to overtop of) our 
publicity. 
After this event, we may not 
all agree about the effects of 
pornography. But for CRU, 
agreement is not the objective, 
understanding is. So let's talk, 
let's interact. Let's explore all 
points of view, But let's do so 
without destroying publicity - 
and therefore, promote civility 
and mutual respect. 
Brown is the advisor for CRU. 
He can be reached at 
bniike@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
Should "Friends" 
come back for 
another season? 
Society is 
going backwards, 
not forwards 
AT ISSUE Why should slave descendants get repa- 
rations for something that happened so many 
years ago? 
JENN KLANE 
SOPHOMORE 
"Yeah, what else is 
there to do on 
Thursdays?" 
GUEST 
COLUMN 
ERINKRUEGER 
SOPHOMORE 
"Heckyeah." 
NICK CLARK 
SENIOR 
"Hellyeah! I am Joey 
Tribiani ('How you 
doiri). 1 love Rachael! 
Free Your Mind... write a letter 
to the editor! 
SUNDREA WILCOX 
SOPHOMORE 
"Yeah, it's a good 
show." 
Zachary Barnard 
Reparations are an absolutely 
backwards idea. Last week's 
editorialist, hailing from super- 
liberal UCLA, gave us absolute- 
ly no reasons to support repara- 
tions. If you carefully read the 
editorial you will find absolute- 
ly no reasons in the editorial 
that support reparations Why 
would someone argue a posi- 
tion but not give any reasons to 
support that said position? 
The answer is simple; there are 
no real reasons to support such 
ludicrous ideas as reparations 
There are no real reasons 
because reparations would be 
taking this country backwards 
And I don't think anyone wants 
to do that. 
There were people who 
deserved reparations. They 
were the slaves emancipated by 
one of the greatest Americans, 
President Abraham Lincoln. In 
fact, Republican Thaddeus 
Stevens of Pennsylvania pro- 
posed a bill for reparations in 
1867. But even way back then 
the notion of reparations was 
defeated. They knew passing 
such legislation would only 
spark more racism and hatred 
against the former slaves. 
Even if we were crazy and 
backwards enough today to 
pass legislation supporting 
reparations, i( would raise a 
myriad of questions How do 
we go about deciding who gets 
paid reparations? How would 
the money be raised? Would 
we only tax the descendents of 
southern white plantation own- 
ers who owned slaves? Or 
would all Americans, even 
those who came here after slav- 
ery was ended, have to pay the 
price of reparations? How 
much does each slave descen- 
dent get? What if someone's 
ancestors worked 100 years 
more than another's? Does 
(hat entiUc that person to more 
money? How can he or she 
prove any of this? And who 
said doling out the monies col- 
lected for the families of the vic- 
tims of the tenorist attacks on 
the World Trade Center was 
messy? 
I am no more responsible for 
slavery than anyone else today. 
In fact, I am not responsible for 
slavery at all and neither are 
you. I should not have to pay 
money to the descendents of a 
slave simply because their 
greal-great-great grandparents 
were slaves 
The author explains that we 
should pay reparations to the 
descendents of slaves solely 
because slaves helped make 
this country successful. If our 
reason for reparations is that 
slaves contributed to help make 
this country great, shouldn't we 
pay all descendants of those 
who died in V\brld War I and 
World War II reparations? They 
did help defend this country. 
They did die to protect and pre- 
serve our freedoms and rights 
to keep this country great. 
What about the descendents of 
diose who died in the American 
Revolution? Shouldn't we pay 
their descendents for fighting 
the British and establishing this 
great country? 
In America it doesn't matter 
who your ancestors were, it 
matters who you are and what 
you're doing. We don't look at 
your descendents as a measure 
ofyour future success We take 
people for who they are and 
what they stand for. We dream 
of the great things we'll accom- 
plish in the future. The con- 
cept of reparations is an ugly, 
dangerous monster for all. We 
should stop thinking back- 
wards and look forward to what 
we can accomplish to continue 
making this country great. 
Submission policy 
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URICH DONATES WINNINGS TO U OF M 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — Actor Robert Urich will 
donate winnings from his appearance on "Who Wants 
to be a Millionaire" to a fund at the University of 
Michigan, where he was treated for cance r.Urich 
underwent chemotherapy, radiation treatments and 
two operations in the mid-1990s for synovial cell sar- 
coma. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NifflON 
Crowd of 700 
packs church 
for rally 
BylohnMacOonald 
ASSOCIATED HESS WRITER 
MISSOU1A Mom. (AP) — A 
crowd of about 700 friends, 
community leaders and total 
strangers packed a church 
Saturday to support for a lesbian 
couple who narrowly escaped 
an arson fire that gutted their 
home and stunned the commu- 
nity. 
i .ii l.i Grayson and Adrianne 
Ncff received a standing ovation 
and an almost constant stream 
of hugs as they vowed not to let 
the fire change their view of the 
community where they've lived 
for almost two years. 
"I feel like I'm putting my fam- 
ily in the hands of this commu- 
nity," Neff said. "And that's a 
good place to be." 
Grayson, a University of 
Montana psychology professor, 
urged those in the crowd to turn 
any anger they may have about 
the fire into positive action. 
"Without a doubt, being 
burned out of our house is the 
worst thing that ever happened 
to me," Grayson told the stand- 
ing room only crowd. "What 
happened to us may have made 
you angry — very, very angry, 
and that's fine. But anger can 
lead to violence and that's not 
OK." 
Grayson was among state uni- 
versity system employees who, 
along with their gay and lesbian 
partners, sued the system 
Monday for not extending insur- 
ance and other benefits to same- 
sex couples. 
Two days after they filed their 
lawsuit, Grayson and Neff and 
another lesbian couple — Carol 
Snetsinger and Nancy Siegel — 
received threatening letters in 
the mail. 
Shortly after 3 a.m. Friday, 
Grayson and Neff were awak- 
ened by a smoke alarm and 
found the inside of their home in 
flames. They escaped through a 
window with their toddler son. 
Investigators said someone 
had broken in. poured flamma- 
Associaled Press PNtfo 
SUPPORT: Carla Grayson, left, and Adrienne Neff, foreground, are embraced by an unidentified sup- 
porter, center, at a community rally to support the two lesbians whose house was set on fire early 
Friday morning. 
ble liquid throughout the home, 
and set it on fire. They are treat- 
ing the blaze as an attempted 
murder. 
Police Capt. Bob Heid, who 
also spoke at Saturday's rally, 
said authorities have made no 
arrests and are "no closer" to 
solving the crime. 
The American Civil liberties 
Union, which is representing the 
university employees and their 
partners, said it believes 
Grayson and Neff were targeted 
because they were named plain- 
tiffs in the lawsuit and are open- 
ly gay. 
Those who attended 
Saturday's rally said targeting 
Grayson and Neff because of 
their sexuality, or because they 
sued to gel the same benefits ;IN 
heterosexual couples, was unac- 
ceptable. 
Penn officials test 
students for rash 
ByBilBerptrom 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
PHILADELPHIA — Doctors 
were awaiting test results 
Saturday from several suburban 
schools where students broke out 
in red, itchy rashes. 
Dr. Norman L Sykes, a Thomas 
lefferson University dermatolo- 
gist, said authorities are waiting 
for results of tests for fifth disease, 
a common ailment that causes a 
mild rash. Tests of one student 
and one teacher were negative, he 
said. 
Investigators are looking into 
whether environmental factors, 
such as cleaning agents or some 
form of allergen, could have 
caused the rashes that have 
struck more than 100 students 
since Jan. 31. 
They are also checking whether 
the schools have common 
sources of food for other schools 
that have reported rashes, Sykes 
said. 
The rashes have been reported 
in at least eight schools some 20 
miles apart in the suburbs 35 
miles north of Philadelphia 
"We are emphasizing that they 
don't have any reason to believe 
anything worrisome is happen- 
ing," Sykes said. Even if some- 
thing in the schools did cause the 
rashes, he said, "It's just an annoy- 
ing, nagging itch." 
Health officials have tested 
water and inspected for chemi- 
cals without finding anything 
unusual. 
Originally, the Bee Gee News 
was published monthly. 
When did it become a daily? 
A. 1920 
B.1931 
C.1945 
D.1965 
BGSU 
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Fires 
destroy 
homes 
By Gary Gentile 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
LOS ANGELES - A fire pro 
pelled by high winds deslioyed 
five homes Sunday and threat 
cned several others north of San 
Diego. 
The homes were lost in 
I'allbrook shortly after the fire was- 
reported at about noon, said 
Audrey lliggen, a spokeswoman 
for die California Department of 
Forestry. No one was Injured. 
The fire had consumed loo 
acres just an hour after it was 
reported, lliggen said llv then 
about 250 firefighters were at the 
scene, about (iO miles north of San 
Diego, she said 
It was driven b) the same type 
of erratic winds that gusted up to 
UK) inph In pans of Southern 
California over the weekend. I hey 
overturned two big-rigs, whipped 
brush  files  Into  massive  blazes 
and knockedovei a nee thai killed 
a tennis player. 
In a fire near Anaheim Hills, 
about it) Mules southeast of las 
Angeles, roughly 1.400 acres ol 
brush were burning. Winds gust- 
ed at speeds as high as no mph. 
Mure than 1.000 firefighters 
were tackling the blaze, which was 
about lo percent contained by 
Sunday afternoon, said Kyinbia 
Fleming, a spokeswoman for the 
Orange County Fire Authority 
Hie fire broke out Saturday 
night No homes were immediate- 
ly threatened, although some resi- 
dents became worried when 
smoke blew over their neighbor- 
hood, Fleming said 
Check us out at www.bgnews.com 
"We are here to show our 
community and our country 
that Missoula docs not tolerate 
hate," lean Curtiss, a Missoula 
County commissioner, said 
through tears as she addressed 
the crowd. "Yesterday, Adrianne 
and Carla experienced terror; 
the tenor of being in a house on 
fire, the terror of their child being 
in danger, the terror of knowing 
someone wanted them to die." 
Just another 
Manic Monday., 
Wish it were 
Sunday... 
Bowling Green Pain Clinic 
Medical and Chiropractic Services 
J.L Smith M.D.   Patrick 0'Shea D.C. 
* Back, neck, and limb pain   • Headaches 
• Sports injuries • General practice 
1072 N. Main 
Immediate Appointments 354-6166 
A SALUTE 
TO THE MOVIES 
***** 
Lights. Camera. Army. Visit your local 
Army recruiting station for the chance 
to win free movie tickets to a nearby 
participating movie theater. And check 
out over 200 ways you can become 
AN ARMY OF ONE. 
» LOCATION: Bowling Gretn 
Army Recruiting Station 
1616 E.Wooster St.. Suite H 
Bowling Green, OH 
» DATE: Register Mon - Fri. 
9am-5pm 
» CONTACT: Bowftnc Green 
Army Recruiting Station 
419-352-7541 
Itarmf c.m c?ooi Patftati 
■.USfcarMfilMiMunrt Hot 
tallMtoirt. IbcaK.itoiatoM 
U rt* W »«»»Hf I. <wtttl rain 
Monday February 11 -Monday February 18 
Two exciting parts of this hearty week! 
1. YOU can participate: 
Past- A- Henri' 
•Talk lo someone new m classes or on the street whtle passing your heart* 
•Pass your heart* to someone different trom you tn culture, mobility 
age. or stage 
•Smile and say HII TO EVERYBODY 
2. Your ORGANIZATION can participate 
•Be creatTve-inverii your own Open Your Heart Acts of 
Kindness event 
(i e, Do a Campus Community Project Pass a heart* 
and meet tots of individuals) 
♦Yeafi^karts will be auallabltafn over 
campusvlhSpringboar^fflice (219 
Unl 
If you have questTOs, please contact 
Springboard at 372-9815, or 
372-9504, or 372-1104 
jf^^JCji     2002/2003 LISTING 
"*""""'
m
 •"■■■•   Signing Leases NOW 
Coming For 
August 16th MOVE IN 
Brand New Hillsdale 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses 
Air Condition/Washer/ 
Dryer Hook ups 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnel.org/-mecca/ 
M.iit.iK<*iii<-i!t  IllC. 
Attention All Grad Students: 
Who Says 
you can't 
get a 
FREE Lunch? 
All Graduate Students are Invited to a free 
Valentine's Lunch 
Valentine's Day, February 14th, 11:30-1pm 
Bowen- Thompson Student Union Rm 402 
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate 
¥ 
mmk-mli-ilmtfr V 
GREENBRIAR 
APARTMENTS 
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished 
•Units have dishwashers & 
garbage disposals 
516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue 
$625 - $725 mo. + electric 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
425 East Court Street 
$70o/mo + gas & electric 
$150.00 OFF 
Discount taken per unit JL/lLl   V/i31 1 
expires on 2/15'02 
352-0717    •    445 E. WOOSTER 
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Leaders of Enron challenge inquiry 
By Marcy Gordon 
IP BUSINESS WIIIKR 
WASHINGTON — Leaden of 
Congress' Investigations of the 
Enron collapse said flatly Sunday 
they didn't believe the sworn tes- 
timony of former Enron chief 
executive Jeffrey Skirling, and 
one suggested he could face for- 
mal accusations of perjury. 
They challenged Selling's 
words as they prepared to hear 
from ex-Enron chairman 
Kenneth l.ay. scheduled to testify 
Tuesday. Two committees 
snubhed by lay a week ago have 
issued subpoenas compelling 
him to come. 
"We will be respectful but 
tough," in questioning lay. Sen. 
Byron Dorgan. D-N.D., chair- 
man of a Senate Commerce 
panel on consumer affairs, told 
CNN. But while lay must show 
up, he could still invoke his right 
not incriminate himself, and 
refuse to answer questions. 
After an intense week of hear- 
ings, lawmakers say they have 
strong evidence of illegal activity 
surrounding the failure of the 
energy-trading company, which 
slid into the biggest bankruptcy 
in U.S. history on Dec. 2. 
A House investigative panel 
heard hours of conflicting testi- 
mony Thursday from Skilling, 
who was chief executive officer 
of Houston-based Enron, and 
other top company officials. 
Skilling said he knew few details 
of the complex web of partner- 
ships that brought down Enron, 
and he insisted he was never 
warned of problems with the 
arrangements. 
Rep. |im Greenwood, R-Pa., 
chairman of the House Energy 
and Commerce subcommittee, 
and Rep. BillyTauzin, R-Ia.. who 
heads the full committee, told 
CBS "Pace the Nation" that they 
didn't believe Skilling. 
"He was totally incredible." 
said Tauzin. "This is the guy who 
was in charge of the corporation. 
... I'm afraid he may have put 
himself in some legal jeopardy as 
a result." 
Asked whether Skilling could 
face a perjury indictment by fed- 
eral prosecutors, Tauzin replied, 
"Thai could happen. I mean you 
can't come to Congress ... take 
that oath as he did in front of lim 
Greenwood, and then not tell 
the truth." 
Tauzin said: "He could have 
some real problems." 
Skilling's attorney, Bruce Hilcr, 
said later he was "shocked at the 
unsupported charges being lev- 
eled at our client." 
Even Skilling's mother ques- 
tioned what he had said. 
"When vou are the CEO and 
you are on the board of directors, 
you are supposed to know what's 
going on with the rest of the 
company," Betty Skilling told 
Newsweek magazine. 
"You can'l get off the hook 
with me there," she said. "He's 
going to have to beat this the 
best way he can." 
Tauzin and Greenwood cited 
Instances in which Skilling said 
he couldn't recall details of key 
conversations that subordinates 
testified they had with him con- 
cerning Enron's finances. In one, 
Enron's new president and chief 
operating officer, leffrey 
McMahon, said he was trans- 
ferred out of his job as treasurer 
shortly after he complained to 
Skilling about the partnerships 
in a 30-minute meeting in 
March 2000. 
Ililer, in a statement, disputed 
Tauzin's assertions that Skilling's 
administrative assistant had 
provided information that 
undermined his version of 
events. 
Ililer did not address, howev- 
er, the statements by other 
Enron employees that conflicted 
with Skilling's testimony. 
Some Democrats highlighted 
the political dimensions of the 
Enron collapse. Lawmakers of 
both parties said they hoped the 
debacle would give a boost to 
legislation before the House this 
week designed to curb money's 
influence on federal elections. 
"Ken lay is the poster child for 
cash-and-carry government," 
Simile Commerce Committee 
Chairman Ernest llollings, D- 
S.C, said on CBS' "Face the 
Nation." 
He cited Enron's ties with sev- 
eral Bush administration offi- 
cials and its heavy donations to 
Hush's presidential campaigns as 
well as those of numerous sena- 
tors and House members from 
both parties. 
"Almost everybody gol money 
from them," Sen. Joseph 
I jeberman, D-Conn., who also is 
leading an investigation, told Fox 
News. 
As the lustice Department and 
the Securities and Exchange 
Commission investigate Enron 
and its longtime auditor, the 
Arthur Andersen accounting 
firm, politicians in both parlies 
have scrambled to return cam- 
paign contributions connected 
to Enron and its executives. 
"People at the top of this cor- 
poration got very, very rich and 
people at the bottom lost their 
life savings," Dorgan said. 
He also challenged Skilling's 
credibility, saying "I don't think 
he was telling the truth when In- 
appeared." 
Associated Press Pholo 
SKILLING: Former Enron President and Chief Executive Officer 
Jeffrey Skilling testities on Capitol Hill. 
The Sisters of 
Mroltui SO Oellta 
would like to welcome our 
Skirting SDD^flew Mesmlbssra mast* ©©tog M 
, 
iJ
 "* 1 
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS 
j     323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, 
.VI'. dishwashers, microwaves, and 
garbage disposals. 
®§® ©IFF ID1IP©OT 
with coupon for 
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27. 
(Discount taken per unit) 
8 •' 
Advising Fair 
& Open House 
For IPC and Journalism 
majors/minors/ and pre-majors 
▼ 
7-9 pm Wednesday, Feb. 13 
121 West Hall 
Get answers to advising 
or course requirement questions 
in IPC and Journalism 
Receive resume, resume tape 
and portfolio advice 
Meet representatives from 
student media organizations 
Learn about internship and involvement 
opportunities on and off campus 
Meet faculty and staff in IPC 
Journalism and Student Publications 
Talk to graduates about career-starting tips 
Win door prizes and enjoy pizza and drinks 
Tour student media offices 
SPONSORED BY: 
School of Communication Studies & 
Office of Student Publications 
BGSU 
LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
517 E. REED • Al Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year - Two Person Rale - J54O.0O 
One Year - Two Person Rale - $450 00 
521 E. MERRY Close lo Oflenhauer 
Furnished one bath. 
School Year • Two Person Rale - $685 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00 
451 THURSTIN- Across from Offenhauer. 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath 
School Year- One Person Rate- S380.00. 
One Year- One Person Rate- $340 00 
505 CLOUCH • Campus Manor 
Two Bedroom Furnished One Balh Plus Vanity. 
School Year  Two Person Rate - S650 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00 
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum or Unfum 
School Year   One Person Rale - $420 00 
One Year   One Person Rale   $370 00 
720 SECOND ■ One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rale - $420 00 
One Year   One Person Rale   $365.00 
707. 711. 715  719  723 727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Yew   Furnished   One Person   $395.00 
One Year - Furnished   One Person - $350 00 
402 H1CH - Two Bedrooms. I Balh. Furn. or Unfum 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590 00 
One Year - Furnished   Two Person   $475.00 
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Balh. 
School Year   One Person Rale - $450 00 
One Year • One Person Rale - $400 00 
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. 
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR 
School Year   Two Person Rate - $620 00 
One Year  Two Person Rale - $520 00 
649 SIXTH   Two Bedrooms, I Balh, Vanity In Hall 
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rale   $560 00 
One Year-Furnished   Two Person Rate - $470.00 
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall 
School Year -Furnished   Two Person Rale - $545.00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale • $460.00 
SQ2 SIXTH   Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. I Balh Plus Vanity 
School Year - Furnished   Two Person Rate - $610 00 
One Year - Furnished • Two Person Rate - $510.00 
M0-B0 SIXTH   Rock Ledge Manor. 
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers. 
School Year - Furnished ■ Two Person Rale - $640.00 
One Year - Furnished   Two Person Rale - $530.00 
818 SEVENTH  Two Bedrooms. I Balh. Vanity In Hall 
School Year - Furnished  Two Person Rate - $545 00 
One Year - Furnished ■ Two Person Rale - $450 00 
841 BICHTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00 
One Year- Two Person Rate $470.00 
724 S. College • Cambridge Commons 
Two Bedroom 1'nfurnished   ] 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year ■ Two Person Rale - $640 00 
, One Year   Two Person Rate   $530 00 
We hare many other units available Stop In the Rental 
Office for a complete brochure. 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Expires 2/27/02 
352-0717 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green 
OH 43402 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 9am - 1pm 
ii%A • 
Commons 
c
 Wednesday. February 6 
serving lunch 
11:30am - 9:00pm 
^Kreiscber (5undial 
'Tuesday. Tebruary 12 
serving all day 
breakfast, luncb. & dinner 
(McDonald 
Thursday. Tebruary 0.1 
serving lunch 
11:30am - 2.00pm 
founders 
Monday. Tebruary 25 
serving dinner 
4:30pm ~ 7:00pm i-i.y 
'-
:> 
» 
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GRANDSON MAKES DOCUMENTARY 
BERLIN (AP) — Director I. David Riva, grandson of 
Marlene Dietrich, chose to explore his grandmother's 
harsher side in his new documentary. "Marlene 
Dietrich: Her Own Story" focuses on her hatred of the 
Nazis and her passion for the Allied effort to defeat 
Hidert Third Reich. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
NOW 
Preoccupation with looks familiar 
By David Bauder 
AP rcirvisiOH wBiiiR 
NEW YORK — You've come a 
long way on television news, 
baby. Or have you? 
While admittedly amusing, all 
the attention paid recently to 
Greta Van Susleren's eyes and 
Paula Zahn's sex appeal is a 
depressing reminder of how 
often journalism comes second 
to appearance on television 
news. 
Fox News Channel personality 
Van Susteren couldn't stop talk- 
ing last week about the cosmetic 
eye surgery that rendered her 
almost unrecognizable. Last 
month, Zahn was featured in a 
CNN promotion that described 
her as "just a little bit sexy." 
Veteran "60 Minutes" corre- 
spondent Lesley Stahl remem- 
bers being depressed when she 
would break a story and get five 
letters from viewers in response 
complaining that her skirt was 
too short — or a call from her 
mother saying she needed a hair- 
cut. 
Now she just accepts it. 
"It's the way it's always been," 
Stahl said. "The one big differ- 
ence since I've been around, and 
I was hired by CBS in 1972, is that 
whatever the women have to put 
up with, the men do, too." 
Anyone who thinks otherwise 
probably believes Bill Hemmcr is 
a weekday anchor on CNN strict- 
ly on his journalistic credentials. 
"The men feel just as much 
pressure as the women to keep 
up," Stahl said. "We may even be 
a little luckier. The stigma for a 
woman to wear a lot of makeup 
and get her hair done three times 
a day doesn't exist. For a man, it's 
still a little embarrassing. But 
they're doing it." 
Geraldo Rivera — to no one's 
great surprise — was a pioneer in 
public cosmetic surgery for men. 
Twice he went under the knife on 
his syndicated talk show. In 1992, 
he had fat removed from his but- 
tocks and injected into his fore- 
head. Four years later, he got an 
eye job. 
Television consultant Al Primo, 
creator of the local "Eyewitness 
News" format, remembers his 
"The men feel just as much pressure as the 
women to keep up. We may even be a little 
luckier." 
LESLIE STAHL '60 MINUTES' CORRESPONDENT 
shock in the early 1960s when the 
male anchor at a local station 
where he worked got an eye job. 
Now he wouldn't turn his head. 
"Our whole industry has 
become a part of show business," 
he said. "We are an industry that 
uses the same tools they use to 
make a movie or a comedy show 
— lights, cameras, an actor and a 
script." 
It isn't exactly a secret that sex 
appeal is considered a winning 
trait for a news anchor. Why else 
would there be a popular Web site 
that features attractive actors 
reading the news while they 
methodically undress until totally 
nude? 
Zahn's "sexy" ad ran briefly one 
weekend on CNN before it was 
yanked by embarrassed execu- 
tives. It drew plenty of knowing 
chuckles in newsrooms across 
the country. • 
"The focus on appearance has 
always been part of the talk 
behind the scenes of journalism," 
said Kathleen Hall lamieson, 
dean oftheAnnenbergSchoolfor 
Communication at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
"What happened to Paula Zahn 
is, it leaked to the public." 
CNN's new "star power" strate- 
gy has left it vulnerable to criti- 
cism. Last year, CNN Headline 
News hired former "NYPD Blue" 
actress Andrea Thompson as a 
newsreader, despite limited 
experience, then kept a stiff 
upper lip when nude pictures of 
her turned up on the Internet. 
MSNBC's Ashleigh Hanfield 
has drawn more public attention 
for her hairstyles and eyewear 
than her journalism. She's 
expressed frustration about it, 
but the distinctive look has 
helped send her on a fast path to 
stardom. 
Zahn, 45. expressed horror at 
the CNN promotion and has 
tried to put the story behind her 
ever since. Van Susteren, 47, has- 
n't shied sway from the attention. 
Her eye job became a story 
because the first post-surgery 
pictures of her that appeared on 
Fox showed such a dramatic 
change, and because the brainy 
lawyer had always seemed a 
refreshing counterpoint to the 
obsession with looks. 
"Did you know that I'm Ihe 
only one who's ever had this 
done?" she said sarcastically to 
Comedy Central's Ion Stewart, 
part of a media tour that included 
"Good Morning America, I'he 
O'Reilly Factor" and a People 
magazine cover. 
"It was either the eye surgery or 
get picked up for shoplifting to 
get PR for the show," site said to 
Stewart. 
Guess what? It worked. An esti- 
mated 1.6 million viewers 
watched her premiere on Fox, 
nearly double the crowd tuning 
in to CNN at the time and also 
about twice what Fox averaged in 
the time slot in lanuary. 
There are some positive signs 
lost in the lip gloss and unlined 
skin. There's a far greater range of 
looks and ages among women on 
the air than back in 1983, when 
36-year-old Christine Craft sued a 
Kansas City station for firing her 
as a news anchor because she 
was too old and too ugly. 
Suggest that she tart herself up, 
and CNN's Christiane Amanpour 
is likely to smack you. 
"It's become irrelevant," said 
Susan Zirinsky, executive produc- 
er of "48 Hours" on CBS. "It feels 
silly. Those of us of a certain age, 
we don't want to look like Greta 
Van Susteren. It took a long time 
to get these road miles on my 
face. I'm proud of them." 
Zirinsky, it should be noted, 
works behind the camera. Not in 
front of it. 
EDITOR'S NOTE — David 
Bauder can be reached at dbaud- 
er'at'ap.org. 
iust another MANIC M®iNtoJtY... 
wish it were SIS81AW... 
Must See!^4 
Carry 6tudio Apartments 
-Ideal tor the serious student 
or grad student 
-Fully Furnished 
-25in TV included with 
75 channels 
-High speod internet 
access available 
-$395.00 single/ 
$495 00 double 
-Long & short term leases 
available 
All ulitilites included 
•Near campus 
352.7365 
Week Days between 10-4 
354.3182 
Alter Hours and weekends 
HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
701 FIFTH - 4BR. Limit 4 people. $810.00 pet month paid in 11 monthly 
paymenls ol $870.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18,2002 
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-trame. Limit 3 people. $550.00 per month paid in 11 
payments ol $590.00. Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Available 
May 18,2002. 
605 SECOND #A - 4BR. Limit 4 people. $760.00 Der month Daid in 11 
monthly payments ol $812 00. Deposit $760.00. Tenants pay utilities. 
Available August 22,2002. 
1401/2 MANVILLE - 2 BR. Above garage behind 140 Manville. Limit 2 
people $560.00 per monlh paid in 11 payments ol $601.00 Deposit 
$560 00 Tenants pay utilities. Available August 22,2002. 
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. Limit 2 people. $440.00 per monlh paid in 11 
payments ol $473.00. Deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 
18,2002. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319E.WOOSTERST. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
ff* 
SfeCAN 
"FIFTY - FIFTY. PluS! 
$50,000.00 + Part-lime job including a 
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION » 
$50.OO t/tiour student plant 
100% PAID 
COLLEGE TUITION 
CALL NOW: (419) 353-4916 or Toil-Free: (877)993-9093 
Mail this card today for a 
NO OBLIGATION scholarship 
application/interview. 
NAME. 
.ADDRESS. 
;TELEPHONE. 
OHIO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
Bowling Green / BGSU Education Center 
SFC HESSON, 212 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-2921 
SK Hmn h» ,fl«f t»wi m Mci»»*ul Hall -i-h ii* DrpnintM ,* VWn*> 
StnnxlAntn ROTCl < .llimi I'-WfOIOR A\ XPtVINTMIM SO* 
!«<■ Tin Anm GwrJ «J Ann) ■ O TC •HHUIIJK.WI* JTJ pi in, hnwfiu ,< 
h.«h   FINDOUTHOft' 
SFC B. GORDON HESSON (Brad) 
National Guard MasterEducation Counselor 
"THE BEST KEPT SECRET!" 
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION: 
GET INFORMED about YOUR options! Sun receiving a 
PAYCHECK NOW!  Lock-in S5O.0OO. of CASH and 
EDUCATION entitlement   Do not wail unlil il is loo law!  II is 
costing you SSS to wait!   Sergeant First Class Brad Hessoci 
received a bachelor's degree by taking advantage of these 
hard-to-believe program! CALL for a no-obligation appointment 
to eel the details   It will take about 20-30 minules and is done by 
.pppinimciH only,   Would you consider working PART-TIME. 
while auending school FULL-TIME for a "ZERO COST' FOUR 
YEAR EDUCATION'' 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
GREENBRIAR 352-9717 Hours: 
Mon-Frl 9am-5pm 
Sat. 9am-1 pm 
r*' 
^y ^* LUe haue moued to        ^^J 
445 East Wooster St. w 
(across the street from Dairy Queen) 
uiujuj.iucnet.org/~gbrental 
Come in and receive $300    offfvour 
" & p © * i t 
On   Heinz   Apartments 
8B8G-  818 North Enterprise or 
424  C- 451   Frazee Hue        ouo ,,,,-,„, (Discount  taken per unit)    "Kp.2/15/82 
THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL 
TER SALE 
Where: 
Bowcn-Thompson 
Student Union 
Rm. 308 
When: 
Mon. Feb. 11 
thru Fri. Feb 15 
Time: 
10am - 6pm 
8 Monday. February 11.200? \()\V WWW.BGNEWS.COr/ 
Associated Press Photo 
THEATER: This computer generated image shows an exterior of the proposed Guthrie Theater. The theater will cost $125 million. 
Guthrie unveils theatre proposal 
By Jetl Baenen 
• S S 0'.: I .-. B11 £ P 
MINNEAPOLIS The 
Guthrie Theater lias unveiled 
plans for .1 il2."> million, three- 
stage complex along the 
Mississippi Rivet and a c am 
paign in 1.use $75 million in pri- 
vate funds foi its development. 
The Guthrie already has $57 I 
million in commitments from 
individuals, corporations and 
foundations but needs $:!:> mil- 
lion in state assistance, artistic 
director loe Dowiingsaid. 
\\e know ih.11 il we do not 
have the public-private partner- 
ship thai we want, iliis idea is in 
some serious jeopardy," Dowling 
said. "II you lake out one of the 
(planned) theaters, then we may 
as well sta) where we are." 
TheWalkei An ( enter, which 
owns the Guthrie's current per- 
forming space, wants to demol- 
ish the theater as pan ol an 
expansion. Guthrie officials saj 
they want to move because the 
theater's needs have outgrown 
us B5,000-square-fool space. 
Dowling unveiled the plans at 
.1 special event Thursday night 
intended    hy   the   mayors   ol 
Minneapolis and St, Paul, mem- 
bers ol the legislature and scores 
of Guthrie season ticket holders. 
We're known as one of the 
1 iiltinal centers ol the Midwest. 
The Guthrie is the reason for it" 
said illla Lehman, a Guthrie 
ticket holder for 15 seasons. 
As designed by French archi- 
tect lean Nouvel, the new 
Guthrie would re-create the 
lamed thrust stage of the origi- 
nal theater in a I.MKI-seat audi- 
torium. Plans for the new theater 
center also include a 700-seal 
proscenium, or "picture-frame," 
.tage .iiid 11 250-seal studio the 
ater lor student and experimen- 
tal works. 
The thrust and proscenium 
stages would be across from 
each other and would be raised 
above the ground. A common 
lobby would connect the two 
and would be accessible by esca- 
latoi and elevator. 1 he box office, 
coat racks and an exhibition 
space would  lie ill the lower 
lobby Production shops would 
be in a lower connected to the 
stage aieas by walkways, so sets 
could be assembled and 
brought over. 
The tipper lobby would con- 
nect to a cantilevered bridge that 
would extend over the 
Mississippi River 
Dowling said the bridge 
would   help   make   the   new 
Guthrie a public space and be in 
tune with Sir Tyrone Guthrie's 
goals lor his namesake theater, 
which opened in Minneapolis in 
I'll,.!. 
"I like to think that he would 
be proud that the Guthrie didn't 
just son of stand still—that it is 
trying to expand its horizons,* 
Dowiingsaid. 
The city of Minneapolis has 
committed to providing 1,000 
parking spaces for the proposed 
Guthrie in two ramps — one 
underground on the theater site 
and the second on an adjacent 
block. The complex also would 
include a restaurant and four 
classrooms. 
Dowling said the proposed 
complex would bring the 
Guthrie's scattered production 
shops together and provide 
teaching space. 
Terror author 
declares war 
on critics 
ByHilli 
ASSOC 
I Italie 
ATtO  PRESS  WRITER 
NEW YORK — Caleb Can is 
one author who reads his 
reviews. Get him mad and he'll 
even answer them. Get him real- 
ly mad and he'll write one him- 
self. 
Best known for his historical 
novel, "The Alienist," Carr 
recently published "The lessons 
of Terror," a short analysis writ- 
ten in response to the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks. Carr is a con- 
tributing editor to Military 
History Quarterly. 
Carr examines conflicts from 
ancient Rome to the present, 
and argues that wars waged 
deliberately against civilians 
inevitably backfire on the attack- 
ers. Among those found guilty of 
the tactics of terror are 
Napoleon, Lyndon lohnson, 
Henry Kissinger and both 
Palestinians and Israelis. 
According to publisher 
Random House, the book is 
close 10 selling out a first printing 
of 70,000. 
"Lessons ofTcnor" was meant 
to provoke, and succeeded. 
Reviewing the book In I he 
New York Times, Michiko 
Kakulani wrote that it was filled 
with "gross generalizations and 
misguided analogies" and sug- 
gested Carr "go back to the writ- 
ing of fictional thrillers." 
Entertainment Weekly's Troy 
Patterson graded "Lessons of 
Tenor" a "D," complaining of 
"bad grammar, pointless asides 
(and) tin-eared diction." 
Salon.com's Laura Miller 
praised the book's "enviable 
firmness, of tone and authorita- 
tive manner," but found that 
"when you try to apply Can's 
forceful dictums to the situation 
at hand, they tend to become as 
slippery and elusive as a handful 
of live minnows." 
While   other   critics   liked 
"Lessons of Terror" — Stephen 
Metcalf in The New York 
Observer credits Can with "a 
small, cogent and vitally cool 
assessment" — the bad reviews 
apparently were bad enough to 
make Can respond. 
"Laura Miller follows in the 
trend of New York literary critics. 
who somehow think they have 
been suddenly, magically 
endowed with a thorough 
knowledge of military history, 
and are. therefore, just as quali- 
fied to review books on that sub- 
ject as they are to chatter about 
bad women's fiction." Can 
writes in a letter posted this 
week on Salons website. 
He accuses Miller of dlsre 
garding the facts, saying, "that 
would get you thrown out of the 
club that meets at Michiko's to 
watch Sex in the City' and spout 
a lot of nonsense about things 
they don't know." 
In an interview Friday with 
The Associated Press, Miller 
said, "His response to what's on: 
the whole a fairly gentle review 
speaks for itself." 
Meanwhile. Can posted a sell 
review on .Voia/.on.coni. Giving 
himself the highest rating, five 
stars, Can says that he is 
"extremely proud" ol his book 
and implies lie max take legal 
action against his critics. 
"Several reviews have made 
claims concerning my credibili- 
ty that are, quite simply, libelous, 
and will be deall with soon,'' 
Can writes. 
"All I will say here is this: the 
book is the result ol a lifetimes 
study of military history and 
almost twenty years' study'ol 
terrorism. I his is my training: 
my historical fiction was a hick) 
sideline. So please, give the book 
a chance and do not listen to 
'critics' who complain without 
any basis 01 expertise — at least 
judge for yourselves" 
You're One Stop Wireless Shop      You're One Stop Wireless Shop 
eric et 
authorized dealer 
• Unlimited Local Calling 
• No Credit Check 
• No Annual Contract 
Motorola Phone Service 
$32.     Monthy+Tax 
Motorola Digital Phone 
!J>4>J •     after mail in rebate 
107 S. Main St 
l/lf-       419-354-2400 
3000 FREE 
National Night and 
Weekend Minutes 
Elegiblu with all America's 
Choice Calling Plans 
FREE Car Charger 
or Leather Case with 
New Activation! 
if' 
Nationwide Long Distance Included. 
Every Minute. Every Day. 
$29*/ 3000 
per mo. min. 
200  Anytime Minutes 
Night & Weekend Minutes 
' Total Minutes 
m*r a cro-ywt Spm PCS 
AcfcwtagB'grw"1 
Save $150 with Sprint PCS mall - In 
rebate on the purchase and activation of any( 
two new Sprint PCS Phones - or save 
SSO on one. Both rebate otters available to 
new customers with preterred credit. 
New Sprint PCS Clear Pay customers whose fJ 
accounts are In good standing after 60 days * 
may qualify tor offers of equal value. 
Sprint PCS built the largest all digital, 
all PCS nationwide network from the 
!round up, reaching more than 
30million people. . ___. 
A_ Hurry! Offer ends soon. 
^Spritit.     The clear Alternative to cellular 
nUMHH-m. TI|| iii n-n-r rW 1 raw<n -«<Ml*r »»•&•«• eMnard* I MM and ca*»»i boo* 
S*-w PCS **•>« o- S«™ C~«. BI»»Dlc*..«lJrW«»W«loWM-«l •*?* 
k£*,», -Nj«wi flp m n »• m an) irm, (p «• - Honda. »a * ■* aa » 
rMnga'aM plane   *awalenand»«'iriaa»"»aeaa«#F   !"(-■-" 
Dual-Band PCS 
Phona Dy Sa<n»ung 
(mooal N-200) 
Sprint PCS* 
• ITWIvan am -at** «• *• dwMi aod 
B MOBILE 
107 S. Main St 
419-354-2400 0 MOBILE 
107 S. Main Street 
Did you know... 
An ostrich egg would take four 
hours to hard boil/I vV-i&wfl 
rouoan HOOPS 
THE HOUSE 
THAT ROARS! 
STUDENTS ADMITTED 
FREE 
WITH VALID BGSU ID 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
WEDNESDAY 
vs. 
E. MICHIGAN  • 7:DDPM 
AJGM. BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
THURSDAY VS. W. MICHIGAN 
7:DDPM 
WWW.BGSUFALCONS.COM 
Leadership 
Wo r k s h o p 
Series 
Spring    2002 
Mondays • 6-7:30pm • Bowen-Tliompson Student Union 316 
iFebruary 11 - The Art of Stress Management 
YDr. CraieVickio, CounselingCenter 
In this roAshlplM plesfnty Jrttllisliss the 
mature of stress, the ways it affects us, and our 
[options for coping with it. 
(all  372-2343  or  e-mail:   lnvo.lv•d@bgnet.bsso.edu. 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offlces/sa/ge1involV4d/leadership.html 
*THISWEEKIH 
BG SPORTS , 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Wednesday 
Falcons home to battle last 
place Eastern Michigan. 
HOCKEY 
Friday & Saturday 
leers tangle for two with Lake 
Superior State at BG Ice Arena. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Thursday & Saturday 
BG host Western Michigan 
then visits Marshall Saturday. 
GYMNASTICS 
Friday & Saturday 
Tumblers square off with 
Northern Illinois at home then 
hits the road for Kent Saturday. 
BASEBALL 
, Friday & Saturday 
Sluggers open season in 
Tennessee against the Vols. 
Olympics 
feel low key 
to skating 
champ Kwan 
By Nancy Armour 
IH L  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SALT LAKE CITY — If not for 
the big Olympic rings in the 
middle of the rink, this could 
have been any old practice for 
Michelle Kwan. 
There were no fans to 'ooh' 
and 'aah' over her, no other 
skaters to crowd her space. It 
was just Kwan and the ice. 
A bright smile crossed her 
i face as she practically sprinted 
onto the surface Sunday after- 
noon, relaxed and ready to try 
„ to win the gold medal that 
eluded her in Nagano. 
"It doesn't feel so much like 
"The Olympics! The Olympics!"' 
she said. "You're able to train 
. and practice. It's very low-key." 
That Kwan's able to do any- 
thing low-key these  days is 
stunning, considering she's one 
of the biggest stars in Salt Lake 
^ity. 
The six-time U.S. champion 
i "consistently ranks among the 
;   world's most popular athletes, 
• and she's favored to win the 
' gold medal with an adoring 
' (home crowd cheering every 
• {jump and spiral. 
', 4  That   pressure   would   be 
; 'enough to cause a mental melt- 
• down in most skaters, and 
| Kwan considered flying back to 
i Lake Arrowhead, Calif., after 
[ the opening ceremony so she 
i could train in peace. But just as 
Tara Lipinski discovered four 
• years ago in Nagano, there's 
i something settling about tak- 
| ing in the whole Olympic expe- 
!    rience. 
Because the women's com- 
i    petition doesn't start for anoth- 
\    er nine days, the other four 
i    women in her practice group 
.weren't  at  the  rink.   Fellow 
-.-Americans Sasha Cohen and 
I»2arah  Hughes left  after the 
♦.Opening ceremony, and the two 
••^Japanese skaters won't arrive 
for a few more days. 
And unlike the U.S. or world 
hampionships,  where  fans 
."crowd the practice sessions, the 
^Olympic rinks are secure areas, 
topen only to athletes, coaches, 
'media and staff. 
The closest thing to a fan was 
the police officer who stopped 
tier patrol of the stands long 
. enough to snap a quick photo 
- — or the volunteers who lined 
.up for autographs after prac- 
-tice. 
Even skaters in the subse- 
quent   practice  group  were 
scarce.   Russian  rival   Maria 
"Butyrskaya stopped to watch as 
; Kwan starts running through 
"her short program, but soon 
t turned away to resume her 
"warm-ups and stretches. 
I  Kwan chatted occasionally 
•with her father, Danny, who 
E^tood at the sideboards for 
■moral support. For the most 
r»J>art, though, she just skated. 
1 She ran through her program 
when her music played, and 
." continued working when the 
! -4tereo   system   switched   to 
K favorites from the 1980s and a 
* Michael lackson medley. 
J Kind of satisfying, consider- 
Ing  that's  the  music  Kwan 
•'Would choose if she were in 
* charge of the stereo. 
, "Ice is ice, I guess," she said. 
"It's nice to get used to the rink 
»«ze. I'm glad I came and stayed 
'because of that." 
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leers drop fifth straight 
By Erica Bambaccini 
IHE BG  NEWS 
Sometimes things go the way 
you want them to, and other 
times it seems like nothing ever 
wilL 
For the hockey team, nothing 
has been going their way, They 
dropped their fourth and fifth 
straight games this past week- 
end, this time losing to Ferns 
State. 
They lost to the Bulldogs 
Friday night in a 5-2 decision 
and in a 6-3 decision Saturday 
night. 
"The first period is the tale of 
the game," said BG head coach 
Buddy Powers. "We had four to 
five great opportunities to score 
and we didn't finish." 
With the Falcons being 
unable to connect Friday on 
two power play attempts in the 
first period, the Bulldogs went 
into the lockeroom sporting a 
3-0 lead. 
The Falcons started the sec- 
ond period with a changing of 
the guards as freshman goalie 
Jordan Sigalet came in to 
replace starter Tyler Master, 
who according to Powers, had a 
bad night. 
However, the Bulldogs scored 
on Sigalet on their first attempt 
of the second period to increase 
their lead to 4-0. 
Then, on Ferris State's first 
power play of the game, sopho- 
more Mark Wires found the net 
scoring BG's second short- 
handed goal of the season to 
put the Falcons on the board 4- 
1. 
At 12:08, freshman Denis 
White scored the Falcons' sec- 
ond goal of the evening on a 
rebound off of freshman Steve 
Brudzewski. 
"We came back strong in the 
second period, and Sigalet 
came in and played well," 
Powers said. 
The Bulldogs scored their last 
J£ > 
The Associated Press 
ICERS, PAGE 10     LOSS: Ferris State handed the Falcons 5-2 and 6-3 decisions. 
Falcons jolt Thundering Herd 
BG wins only 
meeting 83-60 
By Nick Hum 
IHE   BG   NEWS 
Bowling Green has a long 
history of offensive scoring 
power. 
There was the overwhelm- 
ing inside game of Nate 
Thurmond, the sharpshooting 
offensive threat of Howard 
Komives, the electrifying 
Antonio Daniels, and now 
there is the graceful and agile 
Brent 'Cowboy' Klassen. 
Wait, Brent Klassen? How 
does a kid who averages three 
points per game get added to a 
list of offensive scoring greats? 
The Marshall Thundering Herd 
can certainly tell you. The 6- 
foot 8-inch senior forward set a 
Falcon record Saturday by 
going a perfect 8-of-8 from the 
field in BG's 83-60 win over 
Marshall. Klassen ended the 
game with a career high of 16 
points. 
"I didnt know that it was a 
record, but I'll take it," Klassen 
said. "Maybe they'll remember 
me around here now. I felt 
pretty good out there today." 
"He's a kid who persevered, 
worked on his offensive game, 
worked on trying to be a more 
rounded player and today was 
a great examp'e of that," BG 
coach Dan Dakich said. "He 
had  an  absolute  dynamite 
game and 1 thought he was 
somewhat of the difference in 
the ballgame" 
The win kept the Falcons 
(18-5,8-4) in a second place tie 
with Ohio in the East Division. 
Kent State's win over Central 
Michigan Saturday kept the 
Golden Flashes three games 
ahead of the Falcons. 
The Thundering Herd was 
one of the few teams to shut 
down BG guard Keith McLeod, 
who played limited minutes 
due to foul trouble. However, 
Marshall could not stop the 
Falcon's post game BG center 
Len Matela scored a game- 
high 23 points on 6-of-ll 
shooting. 
Marhsall's 6-foot 9-inch her- 
ald All-America candidate 
Tamar Slay started out the 
game with a jumpshot over 
McLeod to give the 
Thundering Herd an early 2-0 
advantage. Slay would later 
leave the game after getting an 
elbow to his noggin. McLeod 
would leave the game only four 
minutes into the game after 
picking up his second foul and 
not return until under six min- 
utes left in the half. 
BG tied the game at 8-8 on 
FALCON WIN. PAGE.10 
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DUNKING COWBOY: Brent Klassen proves to the world that he has 
some kind of vertical, dunking the ball with authority. 
BG rallies from big deficit; 
not enough to beat Miami 
By Joel Hammond 
THE BG NEKS 
Close, but no cigar could be con- 
sidered the season motto for the 
Bowling Green womens basketball 
team. 
Miami built a big first-half lead 
and hung on for a 72-61 win over 
BG Saturday at MiflettHaJL 
The Falcons cut the BedHawk 
lead to five with three minutes to 
go in the ball game, but two big 
threes late from Ml) guard 
Heather Cusick, who scored 17 
points to lead the RedHawks, 
spoiled the Falcon comeback and 
sent them home losers, BG, now 7- 
16and 4-8 in conference play used 
18 points from sophomore 
Stefanie Wfenzel 14 from sopho- 
more point guard Lindsay Austin 
and 12 from junior Kim Griech to 
keep the game close Miami, how- 
ever, used a 25-5 run in the first half 
"This shows that 
Bowling Green, in 
spurts, can play 
with anyone in 
this conference. We 
just have to find a 
way to play a 40- 
minute game." 
CURT MILLER, BG COACH 
to distance themselves from the 
Falcons. 
Two Stefanie Wfenzel free throws 
gave BG an 11-a lead, but they 
wouldn't lead again after two 
RedHawk buckets and a run which 
gave the hosft team a 33-16 advan- 
tage 
As in earlier games this season, 
the Falcons stiffened and got into 
their zone They held Miami to just 
six points in the last five minutes of 
the half, but they still trailed 42-27. 
After battling back and forth for 
the earty portions of the second 
stanza, BG's defense once again 
stood firm and held the RedHawks 
scoreless for over 10 minutes after 
Miami had gone up 60-42. A tech- 
nical foul on Miami was converted 
into three free throws, and BG 
ensued by cutting the lead to five 
after a Wfenzel three with just three 
minutes to play. 
However, those aforementioned 
threes from Cusick ended the 
Miami drought, and the 
RedHawks hit their foul shots 
down the stretch to ice the ball 
game 
"Our defensive effort in the sec- 
ond half, by all 12 players, gave us a 
chance to win," BG coach Curt 
Miller said "But, again, this shows 
that Bowling Green, in spurts, can 
play with anyone in this confer- 
ence Wfe just have to find a way to 
play a 40-minute game stay 
focused and together as a team, 
and do the little things." 
At 4-8, the Falcons sit in a tie for 
ninth in the conference with 
Buffalo, whom BG has beaten 
twice already this season. Right 
now, BG would play at Ohio, 
whom the Falcons lost to in over- 
time five days ago in the first round 
of the tournament The top three 
seeds receive byes and automati- 
cally receive invitations to Gund 
Anna, and the fourth-eighth seeds 
host games. 
Notes 
Stefanie Wfenzel continues her 
superb sophomore season now 
leading the team at 11.9 points per 
game 
Falcons 
show 
power in 
post 
By Erik Cassaoo 
IHE sc NEWS 
Len Matela. Brent Klassen 
and losh Almanson are 241 
inches of low-post fury. At 
least they have been as of late. 
Matela, Klassen and 
Almanson have occupied 
most of the minutes at center 
and power forward for the 
Bowling Green basketball 
team this season, but their 
trench work has been largely 
overshadowed by the 
superlative performances of 
All-American candidate 
Keith McLeod. In victories 
against Ohio and Marshall 
last week, however, that 
changed. The 6' 8" Almanson 
and Klassen and the 6' 9" 
Matela lifted the team up on 
some very high shoulders to 
two of their most decisive 
wins of the year, and not a 
moment too soon. Last 
week's wins followed a loss to 
Kent last Monday that effec- 
tively ended any chance for 
the Falcons to make a run at a 
division tide 
In Saturday's 83-60 win 
over Marshall, Brent Klassen 
had the best game of his col- 
legiate career, going 8-for-8 
from the field to set a school 
record for field goal percent- 
age in a game He finished 
with 16 points in 27 minutes. 
Matela did even better, scor- 
ing a game-high 23 points 
including 11-for-12 shooting 
from the free-throw line and 
pulling down 12 rebounds. It 
was his 29th career double- 
double 
"In close games, it was 
close because we didn't come 
out in the second half as well 
as we could have," Klassen 
said. "We focused on talking a 
lot more in the locker room, 
just communicating, keeping 
what we had going in the first 
half into the second half." 
Saturday, Klassen took that 
philosophy to heart. He 
scored 12 of his 16 points in 
the second half, including a 
steal and open-floor break- 
away for a dunk. 
"Klassen is a kid who has 
persevered and worked and 
worked," coach Dan Dakich 
said Saturday. "I thought 
(today) was a great example 
He hit jump shots, he hit 
hooks, he went to the post, he 
BIB HEN, PAGE 10 
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End of the road for Street 
ONE MORE SHOT: Picabo Street won gold in Nagano and said she 
will risk everything to try to win one more time in Salt Lake City. 
By Tim forte 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SALT LAKE CITY —This is it 
for Picabo Street. She'll have to ski 
from behind and beat the world's 
best in her final bid for another 
Olympic downhill medaL 
Same goes for figure skaters 
Kyoko Ina and John 
Zimmerman, who enter the pairs 
free skate Monday within sight of 
the podium but as long shots to 
win against the powerful 
Russians and Canadians. 
The Americans could have a 
tough third day of competition, 
especially luge racers Tony 
Benshoof, Adam Heidt and Nick 
Sullivan. They'll go against the 
three greatest athletes in their 
sport 
Curling and biathlon get 
underway, and American medals 
in either sport would come as big 
surprises. 
Other events include the men's 
snowboard halfpipe and speed- 
skating qualification heats in the 
men's 500 meters. The men's 
hockey tournament continues 
with preliminary-round games. 
Women's hockey teams begin 
their preliminary games but the 
defending gold medalist 
Americans, undefeated in 31 
games on a pre-Olympic tour, 
don't drop the puck until 
Tuesday. 
Street had the fastest training 
time Saturday on the women's 
Wildflower downhill course, fol- 
lowed by teammate Caroline 
I alive.    Then     on     Sunday, 
Austrians Renate Goetschl won 
and teammate Michaela 
Dorfmeister was second. 
Dorfmeister is the World Cup 
points leader, followed by 
Goetschl. Reigning downhill 
world champion Hilde Gerg of 
Germany placed fourth in train- 
ing, dropping Street to seventh. 
"I didn't want to walk out of 
here with the heat on my shoul- 
ders like I did yesterday," Street 
said. 
Street, who won a downhill sil- 
ver medal at the 1994 
Lillehammer Olympics and gold 
in super-G four years later in 
Nagano, has been preparing for 
the Salt Lake City downhill for 
two years. 
She moved to Park City during 
her rehabilitation after surgery 
following a crash in March 1998, 
an accident the broke her left leg 
and shredded her right knee. 
Street often describes her 
fondness for the mountain. She 
has hiked up Wildflower and last 
spring she won a race there 
against a world-class field. 
"I've got as good a chance as 
anybody at taking the gold," 
Street said. "It's in my back yard. 
I'm comfortable. I couldn't ask for 
anything more." 
She didn't qualify to defend her 
Nagano super-G gold, but Street 
thinks that's an advantage in 
downhill because it's her only 
race. 
"I don't have to hold back." she 
said. "I can really risk everything I 
have to risk. I'm going to let it all 
hang out because I have every- 
thing to gain." 
In pairs figure skating, Ina and 
Zimmerman were in fifth place 
after the short program. To 
medal, they'll need a flawless free 
skate and a slip by third-place 
Shen Xue and Zhao Hongbo of 
China 
Zimmerman was asked if he 
and Ina can perform better in the 
free skate. 
"We're going to have to," he 
said. 
The gold looks like a show- 
down between Elena 
Berezhnaya and Anton 
Sikharulidze of Russia and 
Canadian world champions 
Ininic Sale and David PeUetier. 
The spotlight in men's luge is 
on superstars Georg Hackl of 
Germany, Armin Zoeggeler of 
Italy and Markus Crock of 
Austria 
Zoeggeler is a three-time 
World Cup champion while 
Prock has won three world tides. 
Hackl, meanwhile, is trying to 
become the first Winter 
Olympian to win the same event 
four times. 
"How can you bet against 
him?" Benshoof said. "Hackl has 
the unique ability to rise to any 
occasion." 
The U.S. men snowboarders 
will try to follow Kelly Clark's gold 
in die women's halfpipe, the first 
American gold in Salt Lake. The 
American contenders are 19-year- 
old Danny Kass and Ross Ftowers, 
a bronze medalist in Nagano 
Falcons 
improve 
to 18-5 on 
season 
FALCONS WIN, FROM PAGE 9 
an Erik Crawford layup. The 
Falcons would go on a 22-11 run 
over the next eight minutes to 
build a 30-19 advantage. Matela 
would hit two free throws with 35 
seconds left in the half as the 
Falcons went into halftime up 47- 
31. 
Klassen opened up the second 
half by scoring two of his 12 sec- 
ond half points on a layup to 
build an 18 point advantage. 
McLeod would give BG its biggest 
lead at 77-51 with two free 
throws. The Falcons ended the 
game shooting a season-best 
612 percent from the field. 
Freshman guard Kris Wilson 
scored the final four points for 
the Falcons BG is now a season 
best 13 games over .500 and has 
won six of its last seven meetings 
against Marshall. Eastern 
Michigan will journey into 
Anderson Arena Saturday for a 7 
p.m. tip-off. 
In your cellar there are three 
light switches In the OFF posi- 
tion Each switch controls 1 of 3 
light bulbs on floor above You 
may move any of the switches 
but you may only go upstairs to 
inspect the bulbs one time. 
How can you determine the 
switch for each bulb with one 
inspection?? 
E IJOIIMS Aq peiiojiuoo si qinq woo 
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si qinq vi aqi     I UOU»s Aq p»noi|uoo 
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The Associated Press 
MVP: Kobe Bryant scored a game-high 31 points at the All-Star game in Philadelphia, but was booed by the hometown crowd. 
Hometown MVP gets booed 
By Ctrts Sheridan 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PHILADELPHIA — Back in his 
hometown where the fans show 
him no love, Kobe Bryant kept 
making shots and kept hearing 
boos. 
Bryant scored 31 points Sunday 
— the most in an All-Star game 
since Michad Jordan had 40 in 
1988 — in the arena where he 
walked off the court last June with 
his second championship, leading 
the Western Conference over the 
East 135-120 Sunday 
Bryant, who grew up in liAver 
Merion, Pa. and whose father, Ice, 
played for the 76ers, played with 
tremendous hustle and Hair in 
helping the Vvest build a big half- 
time lead that they never surren- 
dered. 
But he was booed louder than 
anyone during player introduc- 
tions, then heard more of the same 
every time he touched the ball 
during the second halt When the 
game ended and he was given the 
MVP trophy, they let him have it 
long and loud one last time 
"My feelings are hurt. I m just 
trying to play and have a good 
time, and my feeling are hurt," he 
said on the NBC telecast midway 
through the fourth quarter. 
Bryant became the first player to 
reach 30 points since Jordan did it 
in 1993, and he relegated Jordan, 
hometown hero ADen Iverson and 
every other All-Star into an after- 
thought by throroughty dominat- 
ing   the  game   nearly  every 
moment he was on the floor. 
He also had five rebounds and 
five assists, shooting 12-for-25 
from the field. 
Right from the get-go, Bryant 
showed he was onto something 
speciaL 
Bryant got off to the best start of 
anybody, scoring ei$it points in 
the first six minutes and getting an 
assist by going around Jason fOdd 
with a deft crossover move and 
then feeding Tim Duncan for a 
dunk. Bryant also showcased 
some impressive ballhandling, 
dribbling through his let? as he 
came upcourt practically squat- 
ting 
Jordan was the next to reel off a 
series of spiffy plays, going baseline 
for a driving dunk, following with a 
fast-break layup and feeding a no- 
look alley-oop pass to Antoine 
Walker that he failed to convert. 
Jordan was all alone ahead of 
the field a few moments later but 
blew a one-handed dunk, causing 
his Eastern teammates to rise off 
the bench laughing in unison. 
Jordan laughed off the moment, 
too 
Bryant led all scorers with 12 
points as the West led 32-24 after 
one quarter. 
Tracy McGrady had a spectacu- 
lar dunk early in the second quar- 
ter, banging a pass to himself off 
the backboard, zipping past three 
players and slamming the ball 
through with such authority that 
the crowd didn't stop buzzing for a 
good 30 seconds. 
Power 
plays a 
plus for 
BG 
ICERS. FROM PAGE 9 
goal of the evening at 11:26 in the 
third period to give Ferris State 
the final 5-2 decision. 
Saturday proved to be a differ- 
ent story for the Falcons as they 
scored three straight goals in the 
second period to gain a 3-2 lead 
over the Bulldogs. 
Wires connected for the 
Falcons' first goal of the evening, 
which deflected off the skate of a 
Ferris State defenseman into the 
net. 
Then, the Bulldogs received 
two penalties to give the Falcons 
a 5 on 3 power play, which they 
took full advantage of as Senior 
Scon Hewson scored his seventh 
goal of the year at 7:21. This 
snapped an 0 for 36 slump for BG 
on the power play. Sophomore 
Kevin Bieksa gave the Falcons 
back-to-back power play goals 
when he scored at 7:45. 
"We finally took advantage of 
some power play opportunities 
that we hadn't in nearly six 
games," Powers said. "It's been a 
long time since we scored a 
power play goal." 
The Falcons held onto their 
lead until Ferris State scored on a 
power play goal of their own at 
16:08 in the second period to tie 
the game at 3-3. 
The Bulldogs scored three 
more goals in the third period to 
increase their lead to 6-3, which 
was the final decision. 
The Falcons (7-20-5 overall. 5- 
12-2 CCHA) will return home 
next weekend to take on Lake 
Superior State. 
NOTE: 
Senior captain Greg Day sat 
out his first collegiate hockey 
game due to a laceration he suf- 
fered above his right ankle in the 
third period of Friday night's 
game. It snapped a string of 146- 
consecutive games played by 
Day. Sophomore D'Arcy 
McConvey took his place as cen- 
ter on the first line 
Games get 
bigger for 
seniors 
BIG MEN, FROM PAGE 9 
rebounded and he defended. I 
thought he had an absolutely 
dynamite basketball game." 
Almanson's contributions 
haven't shown up as readily on 
the stat sheet, but there has been 
a noticeable increase in the 
intensity of his play. He finished 
with eight points Saturday but 
was aggressive in the paint, 
helping to hold the Thundering 
Herd's frontcourt pillars. J.R. 
VanHoose and Latece Williams, 
to 11 and three points respec- 
tively. On the offensive end, 
Almanson attacked the rim, 
coming away with a vicious two- 
fisted dunk to go with the two he 
had against Ohio. 
With the third seed on the line 
in the        Mid-American 
Conference and six games left in 
the regular season, the big men 
are going to have to play up to 
their stature in the coming 
weeks if the Falcons want to 
make any noise in Cleveland 
next month. 
"These games are huge," 
Klassen said after Saturday's 
win. "It is good to start off the 
stretch run this way." 
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Clark wins first gold for US. 
By Eddie Pells 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PARK CITY, Utah — 
Snowboarder Kelly Clark won 
America's first gold medal of 
these Olympics on Sunday with 
a high-flying, dominating per- 
formance on the halfpipe. 
With the song "Welcome to 
the Jungle" by Guns N' Roses 
blaring in the background, 
Clark, an 18-year-old junior 
world champion, put in a run to 
remember. She flew higher and 
landed more dangerous jumps 
than anyone in the field. 
Clark's score of 47.9 easily 
beat Doriane Vidal of France, 
who scored a 43.0. Fabienne 
Reuteler of Switzerland won the 
bronze. 
American Shannon Dunn, 
the bronze medalist in Nagano, 
finished fifth and teammate 
Tricia Byrnes was sixth. 
But the day belonged to Clark, 
and to snowboarders all over 
who have tried to buck their 
widely perceived image as a 
bunch of slacker rebels — and 
waged a battle among them- 
selves, trying to decide if com- 
peting in the Olympics stays 
true to the individualistic nature 
of the game. 
Yesterday, the Olympics 
seemed like just the right place 
for this sport. 
In the packed stands, young 
men painted out "U.S.A." on 
their bare chests in the sub- 
freezing cold. Before the event, 
breakdancers boogied in the 
parking lot. A rock band played 
during intermission. 
It was all part of an X-treme 
day that belonged to Clark, the 
Vermont resident who won 
medals in three of her first four 
World Cup events this season, 
but never on a stage as big as 
this. 
Before her second run — the 
one that gave her the gold — she 
stood at the top of the halfpipe, 
and pumped a fist before she 
began. 
She won the event with a 
maneuver called a McTwist, a 
540-degree inverted spin, then 
followed with a 720-degree 
jump at the bottom. 
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The Associated Press 
GOLDEN: With the song "Welcome to the Jungle" blaring in the 
background, U.S. snowboarder Kelly Clark won the nation's first 
gold medal in Salt Lake City. 
Rangers top 
Penguins 4-3 
By Ursula Reel 
IK! tSSOCIAIID PRESS 
NEW YORK (AP) — Moments 
after complaining to a referee 
about a non-call, New York's 
Matthew Bamaby scored the 
game-winnerwilh21.1 seconds 
remaining, giving the Rangers a 
4-3 victory over the Pittsburgh 
Penguins yesterday. 
Bamaby, primarily known as 
an instigator, has now scored a 
goal in two straight games for 
four this season. 
With Bamaby stopping to talk 
to the official about a hook from 
behind by Ian Moran, 
Pittsburgh goalie Johan 
Hedberg came too far out of net 
to clear a puck. 
New York's Petr Nedved raced 
in to take advantage and found 
Bamaby, who was closing in on 
the far post. 
Bamaby converted Nedved's 
pass, threw both his hands up in 
the air, and was mobbed by his 
teammates. Earlier in the game, 
Bamaby was knocked to the ice 
and bloodied by Pittsburgh's 
Darius Kasparaitis. 
The Rangers snapped a nine- 
game winless streak against 
Pittsburgh (0-8-1) dating to 
February 2000. 
Mario Lemieux did not play 
for Pittsburgh, sticking to his 
plan of sitting out the second 
game of back-to-backs before 
the Olympic break. 
Lemieux had an assist in a 2-1 
overtime loss in New lersey on 
Saturday. 
Radek Dvorak had a goal and 
two assists for New York, Nedved 
had a goal and an assist and 
Theo Fleury added two assists. 
New York's Brian Ieetch and 
Pittsburgh's Robert Lang traded 
5-on-3 power-play goals and 
each also added an assist 
Notes: Kovalev and Eric 
Lindros traded nasty hits late in 
the first period. Kovalev scored 
three goals in a 4-1 win over the 
Rangers on Jan. 5. ... The 
Penguins are 12-18-4-1 without 
Lemieux this season. 
Michigan State 
stops Buckeyes 
By Larry Late 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
EAST LANSING, Mich. — 
Michigan State will probably not 
win a fifth straight BigTen tide this 
season, or advance to a fourth 
consecutive Final Four. 
The Spartans are moving closer 
to a possible NCAA tournament 
bid, however, despite assorted 
injuries and the loss of seven play- 
ers from last season. 
Marcus Taylor and Adam 
Ballinger each scored 18 points as 
Michigan State beat No. 16 Ohio 
State 67-64 yesterday. 
The Spartans (14-9,5-5 BigTen) 
used two 13-0 runs to knock the 
Buckeyes (17-5, 8-3) out of their 
first-place tie with Indiana. 
Michigan State has won five of 
its last seven conference games, 
but with a month left in the sea- 
son, Michigan State coach Tom 
Izzo is not ready to start making 
plans for the NCAAs. 
"I'm still not comfortable with it 
because we have a lot of games 
left," Izzo said. "But we beat a 
good team today.... This will be a 
quality win for us." 
The Spartans have also beaten 
Oklahoma and Arizona at home 
this season and won at Illinois last 
Sunday. 
Ohio State, which travels to 
Iowa and Indiana next, has lost 
two straight and three of five. 
"We're going to have to make 
sure we stay real positive," Ohio 
State coach Jim O'Brien said. 
This is as difficult a stretch as you 
could go through in this league. 
We can't let our guys get discour- 
aged." 
Brent Darby scored 14 points 
for the Buckeyes, 12 coming in the 
final 7:34. Zach Williams added 
12, while Brian Brown and 
Terence Dials each had 10. 
"We're not going to win a lot of 
games if our guards go 9-for-30," 
O'Brien said, referring to Darby 
and Brown. 
After Ohio State took a one- 
point lead, the Spartans' second 
13-0 run gave them a 48-36 lead 
with 9:26 left. Michigan Stale led 
by at least seven until Boban 
Savovic's 3-pointer pulled Ohio 
State within four with 2:46 left, but 
the Buckeyes couldn't get closer 
than three. 
"We can't panic," Williams said. 
"We just have to keep playing 
with a sense of urgency, and make 
sure we don't get down on our- 
selves." 
The Spartans have won eight 
straight over Ohio State in the 
Bresun Center and 13 of 15 overall 
in the series. 
Michigan State's first 13-0 run 
gave it an 18-13 lead with 7:55 left 
in the first half. The Spartans led 
27-24 at halftime, despite holding 
Ohio State to 27.6 percent shoot- 
ing. 
Taylor played for the first time 
since getting a mild concussion 
early in the second half of last 
Sunday's win at Illinois 
"I don't remember anything 
from the Illinois game," said 
Taylor, who had five assists. "And 
then I had bad, bad headaches. 
But now I feel pretty good. It was. 
just nice to get back out there and 
help the team." 
O'Brien was asked what a dif- 
ference Taylor makes for the 
Spartans. 
"What do you think?" O'Brien 
answered sarcasticalfy. "It's a huge 
difference. He's supposed to be 
one of the premier guards in the 
country, not just in the league. I 
think they're a dramatically differ- 
ent team with him in the lineup." 
Ballinger, who scored Michigan 
State's first eight points in the sec- 
ond half, also grabbed 10 
rebounds Reserve Alan Anderson 
added 10 points. 
The game was the first college 
basketball game broadcast exclu- 
sively on High Definition format 
(HDTV1 
PMotrjphet Nam BC News 
SNAG ONE AWAY: Michigan State's Chris Hill is fouled by Ohio State's Sean Connolly as Boban Savovic 
defends during the second half of the Spartan's 67-64 victory over the Buckeyes. 
Valentine's Day Personals 
Show your sweetheart how much you care 
with a Valentine's Day Classified Ad in The BG News! 
These special Valentine's Day ads will be pub- 
lished on Valentines Day, February 14. 
Deadline is February 12 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad or 
call 372-6977 for more information. 
2K2 
$24.00 
liiiiiii photo 
prouided 
by you) 
IT'S  BURSRRRBLE 
Rl Be Mj Valentine Joe!!! Joe Who? Joe Mamma! Love, The j»irls 
I 
1x3 
$18.00 
Mm 
Roses are Red 
Violets are Blue 
^"My Heart Will Always J 
- Belong to You! 
Happy 
Valentines Day,, 
Gina! 
Love always, 
Steve 
Classified Personals 
Classified Worksheet 
$1.05 per line (appx. 30 spaces 
per line) $3.15 minimum charge 
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'Unknown' Austrian 
wins men's downhill 
The Associated Press 
FRITZ WHO?: Part-time cop Fritz Strobl shocked the rest of the field by winning the men's downhill 
race yesterday 
By M State 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SNOWBASIN, Utah — That an 
Austrian won the men's downhill 
was no surprise That this Austrian 
won was the shocker. 
Fritz Strobl, a part-time cop with 
no catchy nickname like the 
Herminator, raced down the dizzy - 
ingty steep 1.9-mile Grizzly course 
Sunday in less time than it takes to 
boil water. 
His daredevil ride over, Strobl 
stared at the scoreboard and raised 
his arms in triumph when he saw 
his time and realized he had beat- 
en heavily favored teammate 
Stephan Eberharter, who finished 
third 
"Itb sensational. I didn't expect 
it," said Strobl, who grabbed a cell 
phone to call his wife and two 
young sons in Austria with the 
news. "1 was just thinking of racing 
down the course, not of winning" 
The lanky Strobl finished in 1 
minute, 39.13 seconds to become 
toe six* Austrian to win the down- 
hill in the 15races since Alpine ski- 
ing made its Olympic debut in 
1948. 
The race was a bust for Daron 
Rahtves, America's best medal 
hope who boasted Saturday that 
he'd knock off the favored 
Austrians. He finished 16th, trailing 
less-heralded teammate Marco 
Sullivan by seven spots. 
"It's a tough one to swallow. I'm 
still kind of in a daze right now," 
said Rahtves, the reigning world 
champion in super giant slalom. 
"It was just a wry poor perfor- 
mance. The good thing is I've still 
got the Super G coming up on 
Saturday." 
lasse Kjus of Norway finished 
second for his fourth Olympic 
medal, matching his downhill sil- 
ver medal from 1998. He was a fifth 
of a second behind Strobl. 
Eberharter was six-hundredths of 
a second behind Kjus. 
"I have not failed. Many racers 
donl. have a medal. It was not the 
best run. but it was not the worst It 
was a bronze run." Eberharter said. 
Strobl, known as "Friz the Cat," 
never seemed to struggle on a bear 
of a course that featured dazzling 
drops and extremely tight turns. 
Even Eberharter said it reminded 
him of a roller coaster "You have a 
lot of up and downs, left and 
rights." 
From the top of the course, 
exactly 9,289 feet above sea level 
on Mount Ogden, skiers gazed at 
the skyline of Salt Lake City about 
35 miles away — and anti-terror- 
ism snipers surveyed the action. 
Injected with water to make it 
icier and faster, Grizzly begins with 
a74-degreejump—akin to falling 
oft the side of a cliff—and includes 
a spot where racers fly almost 150 
feet in the air. 
Amazingly, not a single skier 
failed to finish the course despite 
speeds of more than 80 mph. 
Frenchman Pierre-Emmanuel 
Dalcin crossed the finish line with 
one ski — after losing the other 
one on the way down. 
Luge: Europeans version of NASCAR 
ByftnUftt- 
!M[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PARK CITY, Utah — To most 
Americans, luge is not just a cult 
sport, but one that only the truly 
demented ever master. Few of us. 
after all, understand the desire to 
hurtle feet-first down a slope that 
drops nearly 40 stories at speed' 
approaching 90 mph. 
But to most Europeans, luge is 
NASCAR Which makes it easier to 
understand why the rivalry 
between George UadJ. a 35-year- 
old German, and Markus Prock, a 
37-year-old Austrian, is such a big 
thing Ifs their version of Richard 
Petty vs. David Pearsoa 
And 14 years after Hack! and 
Prock first locked runners at an 
Olympics, the two were at it again 
Sunday at Utah Olympic Park, pos- 
sibly for the final time Also on hand 
was Italian Annin Zoeggeler, who 
sneaked  between  the  two  at 
Nagano for a river medal, playing 
the role of occasional spoiler Cale 
Yarborough. 
The first duel took place at 
Calgaryin 1988. Prock, who had just 
won the first of his 10 World Cup 
titles, came in as the favorite and 
exited a disappointing 11th. I lac kl 
grabbed the silver, establishing a 
pattern in the big races that has 
never quite changed, even after 
more than a decade as the two 
most dominant figures in the sport 
It left little doubt about who was 
always going to play the king. 
Should Hack! wrap up the gold 
after the final two runs Monday, he 
would become the first Winter 
Games competitor to win the same 
event in four consecutive Olympics. 
If he does, Prock probably will need 
to be wrapped in a straitjacket, 
hauled off and deposited in a near- 
by snowbank 
I Tie history between these two 
would make a fascinating case 
study. The deepest Prock has veered 
into the subject was a few years ago, 
when he said, "I really don't like to 
think about why Hack! has done 
better in those competitions and 
why I don't have an Olympic medal 
"The more you think about it," 
Prock added, "the worse it gets." 
He's not kidding. At the 
Ullehammer Games in 1994, their 
four runs covered nearly four miles 
and by the end they were separated 
by .013 seconds — a distance of 
roughly 13 inches. At the 1997 
World Championships, Hackl ven- 
tured to Igk Austria, just months 
after back surgery and laid down a 
final run — that has become the 
stuff of legend — to win on Prodcs 
home track 
Hackl's mastery is hardly a mys- 
tery, at least in physical terms. Luge 
is about gravity and aerodynamics, 
about lying on a sled and quivering 
from head to toe in sync with the 
subtle shifts in centrifugal force that 
take place while sliding down a 
track. 
Sliders call this 'gelling out," and 
that's what Hackl does better than 
anybody eke in the world. He flat- 
tens out on the sled, offers no 
tumed-up edges to the wind, and 
lets the fast air wash over him. As a 
result, the runners of his sled rarely 
leave the ice So, while the rest of the 
lugers spend countless hours trying 
to slice hundredths of a second off 
their start times at the top Hackl has 
the uncanny ability to And speed 
much farther down the track. 
His ability to relax wasn't much of 
a mystery, either. Before he got mar- 
ried two years ago, Hackl was a star 
of the beer-hall circuit around the 
storied Koeni^see luge track near 
where his family ran a bed and 
breakfast 
But theres more to Hackl than 
gelling and chilling. Apprenticed to 
ametalworker at age 16, he learned 
how to design and build his own 
sleds before he was out of his teens. 
That education came in handy 
when Hackl convinced officials at 
Porsche, the sports-car manufac- 
turer, to build him a sled. 
In one of his classic psych jobs, 
Hackl introduced the sled at the 
opening of the Wforld Cup season 
last November in Calgary, set a 
track record and  immediately 
stuffed die sled back inside its 
green wrap He made his second 
run with an okl modcL Afterward, 
not even his coach was allowed a 
second look at the new sled. 
As the late-afternoon sun began 
edging over the crest of the Wasatch 
Mountains, the Porsche sled came 
out of its wrap for only the second 
time in a competitive event In 
what might prove to be just as 
important an accommodation, the 
German luge federation rented a 
house a few hundred yards from 
the start brie They also made sure 
the refrigerator was stocked with 
German beer so Hackl wouldn't 
have to settle for the watered-down 
local variety. 
The BG News Classified 
Fax/Mail in Form 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place 
advertising in The News.The decision whether to release this information shall 
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to 
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted. 
THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR 
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION. 
DEADLINE:        1 day prior to publication by 2p.m. 
RATES PER DAY: $1.05 per line (approx. 30-35 spaces per line) 
•$3.15 minimum charge 
• 80C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day 
CLASSIFIED       1 x 1 box 8 lines maximum $9.00 per insertion 
DISPLAY: 1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $17.00 per insertion 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM: 
Name/Dept:  
Address:  
Start Date: Number of Days:. 
BGSU# AREA 0RG OBJ 5030 
Days of the Week:  M 
PIN # POO  
T   W  TH    FRI 
Category. 
100 Campus Events" 
110 City Events 
120 lost found 
130 Travel 
140 Services Offered 
150 Personals' 
160 Wanted 
'Campmtmttan^Ptnonahmtabtfttfdin 
ptnonallMWtstHaK. 
170 Help Wanted 
180 For Sale 
190 For Rent 
200 Valentines 
210 Holiday Personal 
220 Senior Farewells 
Fax To: 372-0202 
ATTN:BG News Classifieds 
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
THE BG news' 
UflLEIlTlllE'S   PERSOnflLS 
To be published on a special 
page Thursday February  14th. 
Deadline:  February  12th 
2x2 Example = $24 
Bring a photo 
-We'll find the drt 
It's Bursdrdbte Annivenarys 
Gngagen ■ 
Birthdays 
Community Service 
1x3 
Example 
= $18 
J   - 
Valentine's Classified are also availabe for S1.05 
per line, S3.15 minimum. Call 372-6977 for more 
information or stop in to 204 West Hall 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
To my dearest 
Valentine Georgia? 
*&  I'm missing 
you like candy! 
,£Q       (^    Love, 
Ky Bobby 
$3 OFF 
a Valentine's Personal 
with this coupon. 
'Display personal ads only 
offer exp'ces 2-14-02 
Deadline: 2 business days prior by 4:00 Come to 204 West Hall 
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T" 
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372-6977 
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• SOUTIfPADRE. 
. PANAMA CITY BEACH. 
• STEAMBOAT • 
• BRECKENBJDGE* 
• DAYTONA BEACH. ASPEN. 
www.sunchase.com 
l.BOQ.SOTJCHAflE 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
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Travel 
Campus Events 
CARNATIONS FOR SALE! 
"1 FOR $1.50 OR 6 FOR $5.00' 
Slop by Iho EDUCATION STEPS 
or UNION to purchase. 
Sale is Monday-Thursday 
Sponsored by 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. 
MARKETING YOUR INTER- 
NATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
This session is for all education 
abroad returnees who would like to 
lind out how to express to future em- 
ployers the skills and qualities they 
gained from studying overseas. 
Come to the Career Services Office, 
360 Saddlemire Student Services 
Building at 3:00 p.m. on Monday, 
February 11  Call 372-0309 with 
questions 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. 
Besl Prices! Space is limited!!! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break 2002 • Jamaica, Can- 
cun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Flori- 
da Join Student Travel Services. 
Americas *1 Student Tour Operator. 
Up to $100 off certain hotels. Group 
organizers can travel free. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 
or WYYW,5,5t'avel com 
Thursday February, 14lh 
Place your 
order for 
your 
Valentine 
TODAY 
.FJ viij-1 Cuis. 
iilu Ii Mb rut »ll CI>1)MK 
G91R bvzhi 
Cii-uttlw™. 
/...ii iJ ui in 
Cookies & Cakes 
130 E. Courl St. BG 
419.3S3.3S2S 
u wv, buggyvi hipbakcry.com 
Come and Support 
Cancer Research 
Food sales goes 
towards cancer research 
• S.25 Wings and 
SI Hot dogs 
•,€AE 104 S. Main 353-0988 
!■ .-..)-". Mm 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise  $279 
•> am • Mori MeM • I'M PMMI • iroxMi IUM 
Cancun $459 
j Mgwi • bt i HM» • im foot i so m at On-** 
Florida $119 
1 • Pwana cn> OtyMnt 
Personals 
SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun.Ja- 
maica, Barbados, Bahamas, Aca- 
pulco.Padre and Florida FREE 
MEALS lor limited time!! FREE par- 
ties.drinks and exclusive events! 
Organize group. Travel FREEHVisit 
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com 
Call 1-800-426-7710 
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica. 
S Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels. 
FREE parties, LOWEST prices! 
www.breakerstravel.oom 
 (800) 985-6789 
Spring  Break  Super  Sale!  Book 
your trip with StudantClty.com and 
save up to SI 00 per person to Can- 
cun. Magadan. Bahamas. Jamaica, 
Padre and Flonda. Most popular stu- 
dent hotels including the Oaalt and 
the Nassau  Marriott Crystal  Pal- 
ace!   Prices  start  at  $399!   Sales 
ends soon! CALL NOW! 1-800-293- 
1443 or go to StudentCity.com! 
Spring Break Tickets! 
Get a FREE MTV audience ticket 
to select shows when you book 
your Spring Break through 
StudentClty.com! go to MTV.com 
or  call  StudentCity.com  at   1-800- 
293-1443 for details! Tours and tick- 
ets are limited. 
Services Offered 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS: 
Paid Summer Internships 
Jr or Sr Educ.Soc.Wk,Rec,Mktg, 
HR.PR.CS,MIS,IPC,Writing,Fin.His 
tory or others to work at Nonprofit 
Orgs. Apply ©Co-op: 
310 Saddlemire Student Services 
372-2451 DfiadliOfi Febuary 13th!! 
Need help with MEMORY IM- 
PROVEMENT?   TEST   ANXIETY? 
Hypnosis works! Call New Begin- 
nings 419-861-7660 Individual or 
group sessions available. 
GREAT SUMMER JOBS! 
at 
Camp Echoing Hills 
Visiting BGSU Campus 
February 12, 2002. 
Representative in Career 
Services Room 300 from 
lo-3pm. 
AND 
Join us for cookies and an 
info, session at 3:00pm in the 
Career Services Conference 
Room. 
C«V BeHol»t milt It a Ckmiltn 
tamping ministry for disablrd 
irrfull. nnrf cklUm. 
'•ItiriH    IMM    OK    41144     MO-II'llll 
Wanted 
Graphic Designer wanted-Appty 
Now! Here Is your chance to add re- 
al print pieces to your portfolio and 
great )ob experience to your re- 
sume. Continuing Education has a 
graphic designer student position 
available beginning Summer. Work 
in a team environment while you get 
experience in designing brochures, 
catalogs, flyers, ads. etc You must 
have advanced skills in PageMaker 
and Photoshop and knowledge of 
Freehand. Prior work experience 
preferred. Portfolio required. 15 
hrsAveek, $7.00/hr. To apply send 
resume and references to: Anita 
Knauss, Continuing Education, 40 
College Park or 
aknaussQhgnet hgsu artu no later 
than February 13 
Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi 
would like to invite you to 
Open Recruitment 
TONIGHT from 9:15pm-10pm. 
AOI 1 Aon Aon Aor 1 AOTI Aon 
Maurices 
Need a quick, fun outfit? 
Find all your fashions at 
great prices! 
BG. WOODLAND MALL 
Elder Beerman 
Clinique make-up 
Brand names, great sales! 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
Wanted 
2-3 female subleasers needed 
May-August. 
Call 352-2143. 
If you are looking for 2 subleasers 
Fall semester 02. call 373-1877. 
Roommate wanted lor 2002-2003. 
Start in Aug. Rent is $ 240 • hall 
utilities. Male or female. Call 
Jennie 6 354-7926 for more info 
Subleaser needed ASAP! Classic 
downtown 1-bedroom apt. wmigh 
ceilings and great space. 352-5792 
Subleaser needed. Nice, furnished 1 
bedroom. 815 4th St. #3. Call Eric 
353-1641. 
Help Wanted 
2 subleasers needed May 13 
2 bedroom apt $225 month 
Call 353-3998 
Help Wanted 
Computer clerk 
. Must know Windows. Will train. 
888-883-3030.  
Consolidated Financial, a local busi- 
ness in Maumee, needs two profes- 
sional individuals to do cold calling 
two nights a week from 7-9PM. This 
is a great opportunity to get some 
experience in the financial services 
industry. The pay will be $lO/hr For 
an interview please contact Mike 
Cavallaro 0(419)891-3100. 
$250 a day potential. 
Bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 541. 
Have Fun - Make Money 
promoting live professional comedy 
Al Easystreet Cafe. 
Tuesday nights 09pm. 352-8242. 
Horizon Camps 
Are you dynamic, compassionate, 
motivated and looking for the 
EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME? If 
so, Horizon Camps is the place for 
you! We are five OUTSTANDING 
co-ed summer camps, seeking 
AMAZING staff to work with IN- 
CREDIBLE kids, ages 7-15. Loca- 
tions: NY, PA, ME, WV. All types ol 
positions available! Salary, room, 
board, laundry, travel. 
www,hori;pncamP5,Coni. 
800-544-5448. 
COUNSELORS 
Great Staff - Great Facilities 
Great Experience 
Children's NY S. Co-Ed Resident 
Outdoor Summer Camp 
Catskill Mountains - 2 hours to NYC 
and Albany Waterfront - Climbing 
Wall/Ropes - Creative Arts 
Fitness Instructor - Athletics • 
Mountain Biking 
June 21st thru August 18th 
Min. 18 years old 
FAX: (914) 693-7678 
1-800-58-CAMP2 
E-mail: kennybrookQaol.com 
Website: www.kennybrook.com 
SPRING 
BREAK 
Panama City or 
Daytona Beach 
OFFER 
Book 9 Friends - Go FREE! 
Reservations ca» 
E3BH   1-800-  <=>' < 
962-8262 
Earn money for spring break now! 
$14.15 base/appt. Guaranteed pay 
Great for resume. Work with other 
students. Scholarships/internships 
available. Conditions exist. Call now 
419-874-1327. www.zf9.com 
■■'W'i''H«> 
—. 
Waitstafl needed Apply in person at 
Kermit's Restaurant. Must be 
available to work mornings, nights. 
and weekends 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-North 
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/02) 
Children's sleep-away camp. If you 
love children and want a caring, tun 
environment we need female staff 
lor: Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Swim- 
ming, Team Sports, Cheerleadmg. 
Ropes, Drama. Waterskiing. Sailing, 
Ceramics, Photography, videogra- 
phy, Silkscreen, Drawing & Painting. 
Batik. Printmaking, Sculpture. Callig- 
raphy. Guitar, Piano, Aerobics, Mar- 
tial Arts. Other positions: Group 
Leaders, Administrative, Nurses 
(RN's). On Campus Interviews April 
2nd. Apply on-line at 
www.vamcwjyjefluisjam 
or call 1-800-279-3019. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in 
Maine, counselors to coach all 
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball, 
roller hockey, water-sports, rock- 
climbing, biking, golf. Have a great 
summer. (888)844-8080 apply at 
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT - assist 
persons with MR/DD with daily living 
skills in a Residential setting No ex- 
perience necessary, part-time and 
sub positions available in Bowling 
Green, Portage and Walbridge 
areas ranging from 24.5 to 79 hours 
biweekly. S9.00-S12.25 per hour 
based upon experience. High school 
diploma/GED required. Application 
packet may be obtained from Wood 
County Board of MR/DD. 11160 
East Gypsy Lane Rd. Bowling 
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday, 
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E. 
Attention all students! Local office ol 
international firm is hiring immedi- 
ately full/part-time in customer 
sales/service $14.15 base/appt. 
Guaranteed pay. Flexible around 
classes. Call immediately 419-874- 
1327. www.workforstudents.com 
SPRING BiM 
Best Airlines 
IIMlHMlhllMS  ^Jjgj 
Best Prices & Best Parties 
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan - 
r Jamaica. Bahamas  ( 
' Florida. South Padre Island ' 
GOmifJUUHOW 
1800SURFSUP 
wwvstudentexpresscom 
lil.lU'M'.Hil 
Are you a Night Owl? 
You're in luck! The BG News is currently looking for a 
Graphic Design/VCT major interested in filling a night 
shift production worker position. The hours are from 
8:30 pm to 12:30 am on Sundays, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Applicants must be experienced in 
QuarkXpress, have basic Photoshop skills and be familiar 
with working in a server based computer environment 
Duties include Ad Creation/Alteration, 
Manual Paste-Up and Proofing. 
SpringBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
If interested. Call 372-2494 between 
the hours off 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
If rto answer, pltM^e le. 
Il-li.r ■»■■■*   ASAP 
EARN EXPERIENCE & 
A PAYCHECK! 
Student Publications is now accepting 
applications for a sales account executive. 
Great earning potential 
Flexible hours 
Valuable sales experience 
Students must have excellent communication 
skills, be highly motivated and have own trans- 
portation. The position runs March-May. 
Stop by 204 West Hall for an application, 
or call Tonya at 372-0430 for more information. 
ORDER EARL! 
To Assure Delivery Or 
Pick-up On ■ 
'»    Feb 13 Or 14     --* 906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 41 9-353-8381 E3 
www.klotzfloral.com Special Holiday Hours: Open Feb. 13 & 14 until 6:00 p.m. 
"I love you" is still best left for flowers to say. 
Remember the special people in your life. 
S 
1      Bud Vases 
•^ Mill I,„«.,I   S.S. 1() 
^^   Valentines Romance Vase 
^P     Bouquets and 
Love Basket Arrangements 
Jk uaningal $25.00 
VALENTINE'S DAY ($ THURSDAY, FEB. 14 
Add a little extra love. 
Let us suggest balloons • valentine candy 
cards • plush animals, more. 
Freshly cut roses accented with greens 
and baby breath wrapped in cellophane 
with ribbon for that special someone. 
WE GIVE 
SERVICE S 
SATISFACTION 
While Supplies 
Last $44.98 dozen 
cosh 6> carry 
Wire flowers anywhere 
"^Teleflora 
Place your orders early 
to assure delivery 
4 
ft 
i 
t 
14 Monday, February 11,2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Help Wanted | Help Wanted For Rent 
Want men willing to learn & work on 
wood (loots including gym floors 
Starling when sthoot Is out (or the 
summer until the middle of August. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, including floor buffers & floor 
sanding machines. Also, measuring, 
laying out and pointing game lines & 
art work and applying gym floor fin- 
ish. We will thoroughly train you In 
all phases of the work. 
Job pays $8.00 per hour You can 
expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. 
Must be punctual and reliable Swill- 
ing to accept responsibility. Please 
contact Bob Koch 419-385 5814 or 
fax resume to 419 385 6483.. 
^£unchtime? 
Check out our 
Wraps 
Hot Grilled Sandwiches 
Soups. 
(•JAVA JUPREME 
134 E.< ourtStT 
Bowling Green 
354-3188 
FREK lunchlime Delinrv Ml 
SUMMER JOBS 
Female and male counselors need- 
ed for top summer camp in Maine. 
Top Salary, room, board, laundry, 
clothing and travel provided. Must 
love children and have skill in one of 
more of the following activities: arch- 
ery, arts (ceramics, stained glass, 
jewelry), basketball, canoeing, 
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap. 
pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gym- 
nastics (instructors), figure skating, 
ice hockey, horseback riding/English 
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photogra- 
phy, vkJeographer, piano accompan- 
ist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes 
(challenge course) 25 stations, sail- 
ing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre 
(technicians, set design, costumer), 
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick, 
barefoot, jumping) WS-IVswim In- 
structors, windsurfing, also opportu- 
nities for nurses. HTML/web design 
and secretaries. 
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us 
at www.camnveoa com or E-mail us 
at camp_vegaOyahoo.com or call 
us for more information at 1 -800- 
993-VEGA. We will be on your cam- 
pus for information and to accept 
applications from 10am-3pm, on 
Wednesday, March 6th and Thurs- 
day, March 7th in Student Union 
room 318. No appointment necessa- 
ry 
For Sale 
69 Acura Integra LS 5dr. Power win- 
dows/locks. AM/FM Cassette Gray 
well-maintained. $2200 OBO 
419-352-9925 
94 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible 
Good condition. $4500 OBO. 
Call 874-0457. 
For Rent 
WiiK'iiiiikin^. 
HoriiobrMt SiljJplies. 
& Cigdrs 
libik.uampliiiliili'^crs.nim 
si 
Hew I'M I 1.140: 
" Apartments and Rooms Available 
1.2 & 3 bdrms. Individual school yr. 
lease offered. New carpet, all within 
2 blocks ot campus. Also, room 
aval, immediately. Updated listings 
avail. 24-7 a 316 E Merry «3 or call 
419-353-0325 9am-7pm. 
" 2 large houses left. 
321 E. Merry A & 211 E. Reed AB. 
Call 419-353-0325 10am-7pm. 
2002/2003 LISTING 
Signing Leases NOW 
JtfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdirns. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at $ 250/mo - 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Hlllidale Apt, 1082 Fairview 
1 8 2 Bdrms./ 3Bdrm Twnh 
Dishwasher/A/C/Gaibage Disp 
Starts at J390 » Utilities - 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Helnzslte Apt. 
710 N Enterprise St. 
1 & 2 Bdrms/A/C 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
W/D in 2 Bdrms 
Starts at $410 + Utilities 
Management Inc. 
Blue House (The Jungle) 
120 MN Prospect 
2 Mm* 
Close to Downtown and College 
Starts at $675/Mo+ Utilities 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. 
830 Fourth St. 
1 BdrmsyAir Condition 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starts at $400 > Eloc & Gas 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
lor complelo listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnet.org/-inecca/ 
-rw**?.uM/"JM 
Munagemrnl Inc. 
2002/2003 LISTING 
Signing Leases NOW 
MiKiHgcmcnt Inc. 
Now Open 
Munigrmcnl Inc. 
Helnzslte Apt   413 E. Merry 
1 & 2 Bdrms/Air CondMon 
Dishwasher/Garbag* Disposal 
Starts at (410 < Utilities 
BRAND NEW 
MiiiiaRrmrnl Inc. 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wc net.org/--mecca/ 
The Daily Crossword Fix I|7T/#]•! 
brought to you bv    I ^/»V\^/JLI 
2002-03. 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown 
Manor. Free heat, water, + sewer. 
1 & 3 bdrm at 616 2nd St. 
Call 419-354-9740 for more info. 
"2 bdrm, furnished apts. available 
for rent starting May or August 704 
Fifth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts. 
available August. 710 Seventh St 
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, fur- 
nished, grad students. 601 Third. St. 
352-3445 
4 bdrm, 1 bath house at 516 E. 
Reed Avail Aug. 16 tor a 12 month 
lease. $1000/mo. good shape 
w/nice back yard. Half block from 
campus. Carpeted w/off street park- 
ing. Unfurnished except dishwasher, 
refrig,. and slove. NO dog. Security 
dep. required. Call 419-885-8307 
leave message for Steve. 
1 lower duplex. 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
Houses 4 Aprs, for 2002-03 school 
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting 
May 18, 2002. ' 
322 E. Court- 1bdrm-$395 includ. util 
415 E. Court *C-2 Br.-$520+utrl 
605 Fifth «C-2 Br.-$400«jtjl 
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.$365.util 
424 1/2 S. Summit-Etfic.-$265+util 
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or 
419-308-2710. 
1,243 Bedroom Apartments 
9 4 12 month leases 
352-7454 
2 Bdrm Apt Sm. pets OK. No de- 
poslt Avail now or May 02 through 
May 03. 419-352-2618, leave msg. 
2 bedroom furnished apt 
Includes utilities. Close to campus 
353-5074 
2 efficiencies. 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2 
Baths. AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo. 
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2, 
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo. 
201 Georgia-2 BR House, base- 
ment, washer/dryer. Aval. August 
21.$625/mo. 
128 Manville-4 BR House, 2 Baths. 
Avail. August 21. $1,100/mo. 
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex. 
Avail. May 30. $7007mo. 
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail 
May17.S375/mo. 
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail. 
May 21. $675/mo. 
233 W.  Merry-Large 4 BR  House 
Avail. Now! $825/mo. 
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail. Aug. 1. 
$550/mo. 
734 Elm-Urge 2 BR. 2 Bath House 
Avail. August 21. $750/mo. 
At all properties, tenants pay utilit- 
ies, parental guarantees, security 
deposit equal to one month's rent. 
Rent collected quarterly. Locally 
owned and managed. Please call 
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd at (419) 
882-1453 between 2:00-4:00, M-F 
only. 
ACROSS 
1 Long distance 
4 Present 
8 Inhabitant of Denmark 
12 Mined mineral 
13 Space 
14 Image 
15 Sell again 
17 Tree sap 
19 Nickel symbol 
20 Utah Indian 
21 Limited (abbr.) 
22 Spread grass for drying 
23 Period designated 
25 Reddish brown colt 
26 Western state (abbr.) 
27 Fish eggs 
28 Cap 
29 Wall painting 
32 Impersonal pronoun 
33 Telephone illegality 
35 Rocky Mt state (abbr ) 
36 Title for lady 
38 Fishing pole 
39 Fish appendage 
40 Are (sing.) 
41 Paper sack 
42 Method 
43 Scottish cap 
45 Total 
46 Rocky Nil 
47 Smallest state (abbr) 
46 Medical group (abbr) 
49 Usual 
52 Smell 
54 Shock 
56 _ Arbor, Ml 
57 Mar 
58 Oak 
59 Golf implement 
1 Preposition 
2 Is (plural) 
3 Start again 
4Strongwtnd 
5 Anger 
6 Iron symbol 
7Detieious 
8 Brief plunge in water 
9 Actinium symbol   22 
10 Not any 23 
110M8homatown 24 
16 Had dinner 25 
18 Paid notice (brief) 26 
21 On the side 28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
34 
37 
39 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
48 
49 
50 
51 
53 
55 
Black street substance 
Make even around edges j 
9th Greek letter 
Saloon 
Vessel for drinking 
He 
Angry 
Sour taste 
By oneself 
Were (sing.) 
Cloak 
Faintly lighted 
Plan for organization 
Explosion 
Mother (slang) 
Walked upon 
Assistant 
Verb 
Musical note 
Painting 
Prompting gesture 
Unit 
Direction (abbr) 
Preposition 
Translated (abbr.) 
A N S W E R S 
■     *^B* ' I  " ^B *     "    *    Q 
o    ■    ■ [0   ^^BZIZIZJ^BLZ    " 
J ■   ii   i ^B i    11 i M ■   i   i 
■TTjBeTTTTMJT i  *~H 
DA(QR   519 West Wooster Suite A-Bowling Green-352-3568 j£Z* 
InTERiiET /ERVKE;   >jove*^^tW^ft^T^ce»'»o\i»neT\n,N^ritiounw $11.95 
•tr Hi;S£eedJ)SL  56K DialUp Web Hosting & Design_^ 
For Rent For Rent Valentines 
Avail for Fall Duplox: 1 bdrm 
$3507mo .Util S 3bdrm $650. Ulils 
or both for $1000/mo.*Utils. Near 
campus off-street parking. 
419-352-9925 
Apt. 3 bdrms 
Available now through May 15. 
352-5822 
2 Subleasers needed. 
Furnished. 2 bed, 1 bath. ■ 
Anne 352-6322. 
NEW REMODEL. 2 BR, 2 sm rooms 
near Wal-Mart. 10 mins. to campus 
$450/mo. INCLUDES ALL 
Call 419-353-2301. 
Room available in historic house. 
Private entrance. No pets $235 mo. 
352-9925 
SuWeaser needed ASAP for 1 bed- 
room apartment. $475/mo. Contact 
Kim 419-354-8130. 
Valentines 
Funny: 
Hey Hot Pants- 
Saw you out last night and you 
were lookin' fine! How about we get 
together? 
Jim Bob 
Place a Valentine's Personal 
In this space! 
For only $1.05 per line you 
too can wax poetic for all 
the BGSU world to see. 
Proclaim your love In 
public - It's easy! 
Just stop by 204 West Hall. 
(Do It before 2pm, February 
13th or you'll be In 
the dog house!) 
a&**» 
Includes Airfare, 7 Nights Hotel, 
FREE parties, drinks & activities. 
Over 15 years experience! 
Sun Splash Tours 
1.800.426.7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
* SAVE $100 for your Sweetie! Offer expires 2-14-02 •* 
♦ Apartment Features ♦ 
^Individual lease by the bedroom 
Ratios or balconies w/ trench doors 
^Free W/D in every apartment 
^Ceiling fans in every bedroom 
^Furnished units available 
^Microwaves included 
706 Napoleon 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-51Q0 
www.suhenclave.com 
Open 7 Days a Week 
♦ Community Features ♦ 
♦Sand volleyball & basketball court 
«Gtate-of -the-art 24 hour 
computer center 
46am* room with pool table 
4)14 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center 
4Resort style pool with hot tub 
STERJJNG UNIVERSITY 
(ynflfW 
fir 
fYooatatll BGSU 
f j i 
0 Sterling 
1 Universit 
*/Enclave 
/    706 Napofeon Ho 
Napoleon     Jj 
An SUH» Community SUH» is a trademark of SUH, Inc. 
A BG News Special Edition 
t. Valentines Day Edition 
Monday, February 11,2002 
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CONTMBUTKh\S 
TASHA STEIMER, FEATURES EDITOR 
JESSICA HIMES, DESIGNER 
LISA BETTINGER. QUEEN OF THE NABOO 
KIMBERLY DUPPS, MARTHA STEWART GURU 
CRAIG GIFFORD, "THE CRAIGGER" 
JOSH HARTNETT. INSPIRATION 
JEFF HINDENACH, DESIGN SUPERVISOR 
NICK HURM. LADIES' MAN 
NORA SMITH, WRITER 
DAVID W. STORIE. "DIRK DIGGLER" 
ANDREA WILHELM. FRUGAL FEMININE 
RANDOM THOUGHTS OF THE DAY 
By Tasha Steimer 
IHE  BG NEWS 
1 never realized how dorky I was 
until 1 started to color-code my tablets 
and folders ... Getting an education is 
like buying a new car. You're charged 
for extras you don't need, and you can't 
trade models without committing 
yourself for at least two more years ... 
" Yeah, there was a funky singer; playin' 
in a rock and roll band".- 
I want to wish my uncle a happy 
birthday. It's the 14th. I wonder if he 
would rather have his birthday on a 
day that doesn't celebrate lovers ... I 
can't decide what I dislike more - a 
windy, rainy, 57-degree day or a windy, 
sunny, 10-degree day... "And never had 
no problems, yeah, bumin' down one 
night stands"... 
If someone (except Nick 1 lurm) calls 
me 'doll' or 'babe' or 'dear' one more 
time, 1 think I'll just have to stand there 
and take it... 1 haven't been able to save 
any money. Guess that trip away from 
Bowling Green for spring break is out... 
"And everything around me. got to 
stop to fi'i'lin' so low. And I decided 
quickly, yes I did"... 
Harrison Rord is single again. Older 
just means more experienced, and I'll 
fight any bimbo for him ... Hi A. E. 
McKenzie ... My car is on its last leg. 
Find the Pe.Ke.et Home for 2002 2003. 
Join the IVewlove Family Team Today! 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
352-5620  • 332 S. Main St.* www.newloverealty.com 
Does anyone have a new car sitting 
around that they would be willing to 
give me... "To disco down and check 
out the show. And they were dancin', 
and singin', and movin' to the 
groGi/in'"... 
Won Id nl it be weird if a squirrel was 
afraid of heights? No really, think about 
it... Command adhesives and Listerine 
striiK are the best inventions since the 
wheel ...The Hall of Foam at Easystreet 
is harder than I thought. My advice is 
to start early, maybe on your 21 st birth - 
day... "And just when it hit me, some- 
body turned around and shouted"... 
Can you go more than one year 
without buying a CD? It's easy when 
my little brother buys and bums them 
for me ... My ad to get a V-Day date 
SWF, 21, temporary redhead, looking 
for SM, 20-26, mentally stable, who 
doesn't have a girlfriend. I might be 
asking for too much... "Play that funk- 
ing music white boy"... 
A big thanks to the shuttle drivers on 
the off-campus south route. You're my 
heroes ... I'm tired, and my head is 
'empty of all (noughts except !o say thai 
if you don't like what you're reading, 
come in and join lite famous and dys- 
functional BG News family. We're just 
like the Kennedys. 
I don't like Editor's Notes. Wiey'ntbor- 
ing. Iltopeyou like this instead. 
5   THE FLOWER BASKET    ? 
•» i^c o AX. W_:_ c. A. *■» 
5 
a. 
165 South Main Street 
Downtown B.G. i 
419-352-6395 
$34.95 
i attractive basket features hearts on the outside and is filled 
«ftFor Your Special Valentine 
£2,From My Heart 
^a TTiis o  
(—. with a special bouquet of roses and white tulips. 
c-^My Romantic Heart $24.95 
«£} We've planted an ivy in this unique heart embossed watering can 
1
 x \ and accented it with roses, creating a very romantic arrangement 
<_^->f 
ft 
ft 
ft 
"»for your Valentine. 
*Warm Heart                                                JJ19.95 ft 
SvjThis XL heart shaped mug ia filled with colored roses & daisies, a  C^ 
y^sure way to warm your Valentines heart. —. 
JSrWild Heart                                            S 15.95 P? 
i_^,—J usl for fun, a "wild" animal surrounds this bud vase of daisies. r^> 
^» Choose from an alligator, lion or elephant. j^ 
^—»                ChooM from ma obovs or our oftW lpscid fmh orrangemsnh 
^^L         Hw». tfuflad baon, bolooni, condUt. pfanh and much, much moral 
The  Bo wen-Thompson 
Student  Union 
_ "Wants 60 be your   ^ 
Argentine 
I    FREE Valentine 
Treats at the 
Information  Center 
7.1 m - m idn 1 y ht  Mohdaj -Friday 
l).1 m in 1 dni^ht Saturday & Sunday 
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Chocolate 
LOVER'S 
The Harry London Chocolate 
Factory is a chocolate heaven right 
near Canton, Ohio. 
ByTashaSIeimer 
IHl   8G NEWS 
Have you ever heard ihc phrase, "The way to a 
man's heart is through his stomach?" Guys, look- 
ing to score points with your chocolate-loving girl- 
friend? Even if you're just looking for a place to go 
during the dreary winter months, a tour at the 
Harry I/>ndon Chocolate Factory could lie the tick- 
et. 
Located three hours east in Canton, Ohio, The 
I larry London Chocolate Factory offers guided 
tours in their 200,000 square-foot facility. The fac- 
tory was built and expanded in 1995. The 45- 
minute tour includes a video, history about the 
company, how to make various gounnet candies, 
and supplying to private companies. The cost is $2 
for adults and seniors, S1 for children 3 to 18 years 
old and children under two are free. 
The tour starts in a long hallway with the com- 
pany's highlights framed on the wall. I larry 
London learned to make fine confections from his 
father, Gilbert. Harry began getting requests for his 
candies after years of making them for friends. In 
1922, he quit his job as a steelworker to start the 
company. He bought the house next door and 
built an underground tunnel between the base- 
ments. Also in this hallway, you'll learn that Oprah 
Winfrey is a big fan of the chocolates, and that the 
'London Mint' is served in the White House. 
From there, you move into a heated room where 
paddles in four large tanks continuously stir lique- 
CHOCOLATE. PAGE 11 
lasha Sleimer BG News 
Next on the tour: The 
Chocolate Shop is open Monday 
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 
6 p.m. and Sunday from 12 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. Factory tours are only 
available Monday through 
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
No tours are given on Sunday. 
Thursday February, 14* 
Place your   . 
order for 
your 
Valentine 
TODAY 
iEIwiirt Cnlkno 
3391R Xmaoe 
CfiJitQ»8~. 
Aii il raws 
Cookies & Cakes 
130 E. Court St, BG 
419.353.3525 
www.buggywhipbakcry.com 
SEND YOUR 
VALENTINE 
Heart-Shaped 
Pizza 
isoncllo's 
^■r < ■':■+ 
203 N. Main 
FREE DELIVERY 
PR352JS166 
Open for Lunch 
Fri. Sat. 
Sun. 
Any specal prices appryCraikl al kxations 
Fteas can be sat to <S«i paty-CaD fcr cfctaik 
Alyssa Lee's "COCOA BEAN 
"  
L
   • Good  H.'lll.' CI'IIIL'I 
COCOA 
BEAN 
fine Chocolates 
— o Gilts — 
.in-   Mini    \\,-,l    In  ,\ -.11 
•Products for the bath 
and home 
• Fin.' Ui.w/.irvs 
• cjift Baskets 
• (jrvuf Y.if.-iiruu's An/ 
Gifts 
• 1.11'qY St'fiYfh?ll 
I KM LOCAL DELIVERY 
12') -   M.llll M      A-<-'>'l'l'l 
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Show /V*5MK)\^ •your 
airection 
without breaking 
Here are a 
few ideas for 
the holiday 
for those of 
us without 
money to 
spend. 
By Andrea WHhelm 
THE  BG IICWS 
Pallet 
I am a college student; there- 
fore, I am broke. If I can't bursar it, 
I don't buy it. I'm sure there are 
several of you out there who are 
just like me: cheap. Now, we all 
know Valentine's Day is right 
around the corner, but don't 
stress. There are several cheap 
ways to have great dates and give 
nice gifts; you just have to be cre- 
ative. First of all, who says we 
must give gifts on Valentine's 
Day? Why not make the date the 
gift? Sure, "Boring Green" may 
not have much to offer, but we 
are lucky enough to have Toledo 
right around the comer. 
Not sure what you want to do 
once you're there? Try playing the 
"left, right game." This game can 
be played anywhere, even 
Bowling Green. Randomly take 
turns deciding to turn either left 
or right at stoplights. You may 
end up finding something really 
fun to do. Go to a coffee shop 
you've never been in, or try eat- 
ing at a hole-in-the-ground 
restaurant. You may be surprised 
to find the food is really good. 
However, food is expensive and 
we are trying to keep this date 
cheap. So here's an idea: appetiz- 
ers make great meals. Sit-down 
restaurants like Chi-Chi's, Chili's, 
TGI Fridays, etc. have good appe- 
tizer menus, and the plates are 
huge. Two sodas (free refills, of 
course) and an appetizer sam- 
pler will cost about $10, more or 
less. Or, if you're willing to spend 
a little extra, several restaurants 
on   and   off   campus   offer 
Valentine's Day specials. 
Still too broke to leave the 
house for food? Don't. Instead, 
try cooking dinner together. 
Make each other's favorite foods, 
or don't even make food at all. Try 
making an enure meal of just 
desserts. Once you've got the 
food, try having an indoor picnic. 
Sure, it's completely dorky, but 
WINDOW SHOPPING WRITING MUSIC 
WINDOW SHOPPING: Browse 
through the mall and look at all 
of the things you want. Test out 
all the toys at Meijer or Wal- 
Mart. 
WRITING MUSIC: II you can 
sing, try writing your loved one a 
song. Play a musical instru- 
ment? There you go, instant 
gift. 
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that's what makes it fun. 
Another entertaining idea is to' 
go window shopping. Browse 
through the mall and look at all of 
the things you want and can't 
afford. All right, so it may seem 
like torture, but it can actually be 
fun. Check out the toy store, or 
the toy aisles of Meijer or Wal- 
Mart. This is where the most fun 
happens. Test out all the toys, just 
try not to get kicked out of the 
store. It's hours of entertainment; 
trust me. 
Who says a date has to take 
place at night to be romantic? 
Check out the matinees at the 
movie theatre. Woodland Mall 
charges only $3.50 for a matinee 
ticket. Sneak in your own pop 
and candy, and you are all set! Or 
even cheaper, rent a movie. All 
right, so it's not an original idea, 
but you have to be creative. Rent 
your date's favorite childhood 
movie, or maybe just their 
favorite movie. Once again, get 
some discount candy and Faygo 
pop, and you've got yourself a 
cheap date. 
Since it's February, outdoor 
date ideas are limited. However, 
if you are ambitious, and can tol- 
erate a little cold weather, there 
are several activities you can do 
outside. Check out the local 
COFFEE SHOP 
parks at night. All the kids are 
home in bed; so the playground 
equipment is fair game. Find a 
good spot and check out the 
stars. And if you are really nerdy, 
bring the telescope. It worked for 
Ronnie in "Can't Buy Me Love," it 
can work for you too! Not athlet- 
ic enough for some swinging and 
monkey bars? Take a walk. 
Unfortunately, Bowling Green 
isn't near a beach, so no romantic 
moonlit walks along the water 
can occur, but with some imagi- 
nation you may find a fun place 
to go. 
If geeking it up on some cheesy 
date is not your idea of fun, there 
are still several ways to get your 
partner a gift they will love. The 
first step in getting the perfect gift 
is to make it personal. Find out all 
of their favorite things and incor- 
porate that into your gift You 
don't have to spend a lot of 
money. It is gifts like these where 
it really is "the thought that 
counts." 
Do you have any pictures of 
the two of you together? If so, you 
can find picture frames, many 
times, for under $5. Want to be a 
little more original? Make a col- 
lage for your loved one. Cut up 
old magazines, use ticket stubs 
from movies you've saved, what- 
ever. Go wild. 
Since we're all college students, 
I'm sure you either own a CD 
burner, or know someone who 
does. Why not make a mixed CD 
of your partner's favorite songs, 
or songs that remind you of 
them. Be sure to include "your 
song" if you have one, in the mix. 
If you want to get your date a CD 
of one of their favorite artists, try 
checking out Finders in Bowling 
Green. They sell used CDs for 
really cheap. 
Another great place to look for 
gifts is on e-Bay. You can find sev- 
eral hard-to-find items and bid 
on them. Many times, the items 
are auctioned off at extremely 
low prices. Shipping and han- 
dling will add a little extra to your 
sum, and you also have to allow 
for delivery, but I believe it is well 
worth the try. 
If you have a talent, then you 
are all set for Valentine's Day. Use 
your gift, to make a gift! If you can 
sing, try writing your loved one a 
song. Play a musical instrument? 
There you go, instant gift. Maybe 
you can draw or paint? Try your 
hand at writing a love letter, or 
making a list of everything you 
love about your partner. 
Personalized gifts from the heart 
can mean more than any dia- 
C0FFEESH0P:Gotoacoffee 
shop you've never been in, or try 
eating at a hole-in-the-ground 
restaurant. You may be sur- 
prised to find the food is really 
good. 
PICNIC: Try to cook dinner 
together. Once you've got the 
food, try having an indoor picnic. 
Sure, it's completely dorky, but 
that's what makes it fun. 
mond or pearl. 
One great personalized gift 
idea is the ever popular "coupon 
book" It is a homemade collec- 
tion of "coupons" your partner 
can turn in for special favors. 
Example: this coupon entitles 
you to one back massage. I've 
actually seen these booklets 
available for purchase, so why 
not save some money, pull out 
the crayons and markers, and 
make your own. 
For those of you who think all 
the previously listed ideas are 
lame, you need to not take your- 
self so seriously. One of the best 
things about having a boyfriend 
or girlfriend is that you have 
someone to be silly and crazy 
with. No one likes to laugh alone. 
However, if you are still searching 
for that inexpensive perfect gift, 
here are some ideas. Go tradi- 
tional. Flowers and candy are 
perhaps the two most sought 
after gifts around Valentine's Day. 
Guys, here's a hint, unless your 
girl is severely materialistic and 
spoiled, she won't care what kind 
of flowers you get her as long as 
they have petals and stems. 
Instead of a dozen red roses, just 
get one. One single red rose sym- 
bolically means, "I love you." 
Another great gift is candy. You 
just can't go wrong with candy. 
Designer chocolates, however, 
can get pretty pricey. Instead, try 
buying an assortment of your 
partner's favorites. 
Another great idea is the 
homemade gift Resort back to 
your childhood days in elemen- 
tary school where Valentine's Day 
gifts consisted of construction 
paper, glue, paper doilies, and 
glitter. Handmade cards can be 
great gifts because you can per- 
sonalize them to say exactly what 
you want. Another way to say 
how much you love someone is 
to write a poem. It doesn't have to 
be Shakespeare, just a way to tell 
your loved one how much you 
care about them. 
Whatever you decide to do for 
your boyfriend or girlfriend this 
Valentine's Day there are a few 
ideas to keep in mind. One: Be 
imaginative. Do something 
you've never done before. Try 
new things. Be spontaneous. 
Two: Don't take yourself so seri- 
ously. Don't be afraid to act stu- 
pid. And three: Don't stress over 
the date or gift. Things don't have 
to be expensive to be romantic. If 
you are lucky enough to have 
someone to spend Valentine's 
Day with, perhaps that is the best 
gift there is. 
PICNIC 
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Mood Musi(Land music to kill the mood 
LISA 
BETTINGER 
A&l.Mtor 
It's Valentine's Day lime once 
again. I did something like this a 
lew years hack, bill with the multi- 
tude of new releases since then I 
figured maybe it was time to 
update my list of Valentine's Day 
music. 
Hirst we have to pay tribute to 
those semi's that just add a little 
something to the mood. If these 
can't make you feel the love, then I 
don't know what else will. 
"I.et's(let It On" by Marvin CJaye 
\ list of romantic songs would 
mean nothing without this song. 
On this song, Marvin does not gel 
any smoother. It sure beats hearing 
those corny pick-up lines or super 
Jirty bedroom talk. 
"Something" by The Beatles No, 
(his is not on the list because 
Cieorge Harrison, the song's writer, 
died last year. It's on here because 
it describes real love. There is 
attachment without being creepy, 
The guitar and orchestra work 
together perfectly and proves not 
every great love song is about sex. 
"I Don't Want to Miss a Thing" by 
Aerosmith For some fans, this song 
marked a low point in the bands' 
career. However for most people 
this was the love song of the year. 
Who knew Aerosmith could be so 
good with an orchestra? Who knew 
that Aerosmith could lake a Diane 
Warren written song and record it 
without all the melodrama? 
"I'll Make Love to You" by lloyz II 
Men Call it the "I J't's Gel it On" for 
ihe 90s. Hoy/. II Men deliver a love 
song with perfect harmony and 
soul. You can't romance without 
soul. 
"Your Song" by lilton John This 
song is basically a love letter sent to 
music for those who can't say those 
special words. Ewan McGregor's 
renditon from "Moulin Rouge!" is 
also perfect for the moment. 
Now if you are single, like myself, 
or you have been scorned by love, 
well these are your songs. If you are 
in ihe mood for love you might 
want to avoid these as they are sure 
to kill the mood. 
"I'arty 'Till You Puke" by Andrew 
WK. By far one of the worst songs I 
have ever heard. Never heard of 
this guy? Good. It has lire Hashing 
guitar riffs with such intelligent 
lyrics like the song title. If you find 
songs about mad dashes to the 
restroom romantic, then this is 
your song. 
"Break Stuff" by Limp Bizkit 
Ahh ... nothing says love like chain- 
saws, ripping faces raw, and break- 
ing someone's f&A%$#t» face 
tonight, lor breakups this song is 
king. Nothing helps you get over 
that creep faster than this. 
"Nookie" is good too but nothing 
gels Ihe anger out like this. 
"Me So Honry" by 2 Live Crew 
The song title speaks for itself. Do I 
need to say any more? 
"This is Hardcore" by Pulp 
Nothing is more romantic than a 
song about hard-core porn and 
men in stained raincoats. 
Keewwww. I would love to quote 
some of the lyrics but my mom 
taught me that a lady does not say 
things like that. 
"Love Slinks" by 1. Geils Band No 
mailer how many years go by, this 
song is still king of the anti-love 
songs. Perfect for the totally lonely 
and the perfect mood killer for 
those who are in love. The chorus 
encourages group singing and it is 
just plain fun lo listen to. 
A real rose dipped_in real gold! | 
$49 Nothing outshines 
it for 
Valentines Day! 
R. HOWARD 
FINE JEWELERS 
139 S. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
43402 
3 C^3    JHu    mmmm 
95 
A very special gift for a very 
special woman. 
A real 12" long-stemmed 
rose, preserved and 
dipped in real 24k gold. 
Each rose is unique (no two 
are alike) and like your love 
for her, it will last forever. 
For less than the price of a 
dozen roses, you'll give her a 
single rose that she'll 
remember you by and 
cherish forever. 
MOOD MUSIC 
"Something": Not every 
great love song is about sex. 
THE BEATLES 
1 
MOOD KILLER 
"Break Stuff: Nothing gets 
you over that creep faster. 
LIMP BIZKIT 
Significant Other 
TOP ROMANTIC MOVIES 
OF OUR TIME 
1) William Shakespeare's 
Romeo and Juliet (1996k With 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire 
Danes. 
2) Casablanca (1943): With 
Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid 
Bergman 
3) Pretty Woman (1990k With 
Richard Gere and Julia Roberts 
4) City of Angels (1998): With 
Nicolas Cage and Meg Ryan 
5) When Harry Met Sally (1989): 
With Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan. 
6) My Fair Lady (1964): With Rex 
Harrison and and Audrey 
Hepburn. 
7) Ever After-A Cinderella 
Story (1998): With Dougray Scott 
and Drew Barrymore. 
8) Anna and the King (1999): 
With Chow Yun-Fat and Jodie 
Foster. 
9) As Good As It Gets (1997): 
With Jack Nicholson and Helen 
Hunt. 
10) Jerry Maguire (1996): With 
Tom Cruise and Renee Zellweger. 
- Compiled by Nora Smith 
VARSITY LANES 
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT 
Who:     Any college student 
When: Monday - Wednesday, 
9:00- 11:00 p.m. 
Where: Varsity Lanes  -1033 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247) 
What:    2 hours of bowling & shoes, 
slice of pizza w 
& large pop 
Price:    Only $5.00 
per person . 
& drink specials 
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Pornography has 
become mainstream 
Pornography, once a 
taboo subject, has 
made its way into 
popular culture. 
By David W. Stone 
IHE  BC NEWS 
So Valentine's Day rolls around 
but there is no one around to share 
your romantic inclinations with. 
Before you get too frustrated just 
remember, as long as there has been 
art there has been the ultimate 
cheap date, pornography. 
"Material that can be considered 
pornographic can be found in 
almost all cultures back into prchis- 
totlc times," said leffery Brown, 
assistant professor of popular cul- 
ture. "Images can even be found on 
ancient cave paintings that some 
anthropologists consider to be early 
forms of pornography." 
Brown has done extensive 
research into the serious history of 
pornography in popular culture. I le 
lias some plans to teach a class on 
the subject of pornography at the 
University in the future. 
"1 have had some serious interest 
from students, not just students who 
want to look at ditty books but seri- 
ous intellectual interest," Brown 
said. 
According to Brown, pornography 
is an extremely popular and preva- 
lent part of popular culture. It is 
found in almost every media and 
deals with every conceivable topic. 
Because of this, it is an extremely 
powerful influence on social trends. 
"Pornography is the single most 
profitable part of the entertainment 
industry," Brown said. "It makes 
more money a year than everything 
else that I lollywcxxl produces, that 
is all the movies, all the block- 
busters." 
Brown said that part of the reason 
why the pornography industry is so 
profitable is that it is so inexpensive 
to make. Production costs for most 
pornographic materials am mini- 
mal. 
Much of what is now mainstream 
entertainment technology has its 
roots in pornography. VCR's origi- 
P0RNOGRAPHY, PAGE 10 
Love holiday not 
commercialized 
CRAIG 
GIFFORD 
Managing ixliior 
Valentine's Day is coming up 
again, time to visit your local 
I lallmark, or whatever card shop is 
neat by. 
You know, the day you buy the 
one you love a card, flowers, Candj 
and maybe a couple other surpris- 
es (which this reporter can't write 
or else he'll give away his present to 
his girlfriend). 
Ilicrc are those who like to call 
Valentine's Day a I lallmark holiday 
because it is a day that everyone 
buys cards. I lowever, if that's the 
case, then aren't Christmas, luislci 
and all our birthdays I lallmark hol- 
idays as well? 
Valentines Day is merely a cele- 
bration ol St. Valentine, the saint of 
love. We adorn those we love with 
presents to show her/him signs ol 
our affection. This is to symbolize 
what St Valentine stood for. 
This is much the same as 
Christmas, the celebration of Jesus' 
birth. Wisemen brought the baby 
lesusgold, frankincense anil myrrh 
to honor their king. We now keep 
alive that tradition of gift giving on 
that holiday. 
I also believe that giving gifts on 
birthdays symbolizes what the 
wisemen did. 
I think sometimes we forget the 
true purpose of Valentine's day, 
which is honoring the patron saint 
of love. Its not a day for single peo- 
COMMERCIALIZATION, PAGE 10 
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Jewelry nice gift 
for all on V-Day 
Giving jewelry for 
Valentine's Day has 
become a tradition for 
people of all ages. 
By Craig Gilford 
THE SC NtWS 
After buying flowers and candy for 
thai special someone on Valentine's 
Day, one of the toughest and possi- 
bly most expensive decisions that 
follows for a guy is what to buy that 
will really sweep the girl off her feet. 
In many cases the decision is jewelry. 
With places like Howard Jewelers 
and Klevers Jewelry Store in town, 
University students don't have to 
look too hard to find the right ring, 
necklace or bracelet 
However, some students may 
worry that their checkbook will take 
a major hit when buying jewelry. 
Most pieces of jewelry run for hun- 
dreds or thousands of dollars, which 
may or may not be affordable for col- 
lege students. 
Bargains are out there, though, 
j Klevers, on the corner of Poe and 
and I laskins Roads, has roses dipped 
in 24-karat gold for under $50 and is 
stocked with sterling silver. 
"College students like sterling sil- 
ver and that's affordable," said Sally 
Tilley, sales associate at Klevers. "We 
also  have  heart-shaped  jewelry 
boxes that arc still popular (and 
under $20)." 
Howard's, across the street from 
Ben Franklin's on South Main Street, 
is running special sales on pearls, 
including 18-inch strand necklaces 
for the holiday. 
"A lot of that came from (the tradi- 
tion of sorority) girls getting pearled 
by their boyfriends," said Lauren 
Hernandez, sales associate at 
Howard's. 
Hernandez said that she sees a 
younger crowd at her store, mostly in 
the 20-35 year old range. 
Howard's tries to keep that fact in 
mind by catering to the younger 
crowd, especially University stu- 
dents, during the weeks before 
Valentine's Day. 
"We usually do a lot of buying for 
many prices ranges,"_ Hernandez 
said. "We keep in mind the wealthier 
group and the students who may not 
have as much money." 
Jon Klever, owner of Klevers 
Jewelry Store, said all anyone needs 
to do is look, and they will find what 
they are looking for at a manageable 
price. 
"There's a variety of things," he 
said. There's a selection out there, at 
least we have one." 
According to Hernandez, 
Valentine's Day is the second biggest 
time of year for jewelry, after 
Christmas. One of the most popular 
C/l^bjUSQ—Jc/«5   Womens Fi'ness Center 
0. Chrysalis offers a full service women's fitness center with: 
,PW: •Aerobics "Cardiovascular machines •Massage -Weight machines 
•Personal Training .2 Yoga classes per week 
Sign- Up | 
flub hogr?: p„e 
Monday-Thursday    |      (w/ COUpon) 
5:30am-9pm I  /t i ..   \ 
Friday 5:30am-7pm I <-M&3Q-/ti&t 
Saturday 8am-4pm   *,_,„„„„ ywn 
Sunday 10am-3pm 
Gift Certificates Available 
1039 Haskins Road (near the Fairgrounds) 883      #*  » 419.352.9
items at jewelry stores both times of 
the year are engagement rings. 
"They're usually big, because they 
are usually given as gifts," 
Hernandez said. 
Klever said jewelry sales might be 
even better for Valentine's Day if the 
holiday didn't come so soon after 
Christmas. 
"A lot of people are still paying off 
their Christmas debts," he said. 
While roses and candy have been 
Valentine's traditions almost since 
the holiday began, jewelry has 
recently become just as big, or big- 
ger. 
"On a scale of one to ten (with one 
being the best), jewelry is probably 
about a one or two (in gift populari- 
ty)," Hernandez said. "The flowers 
and candy are actually an add-on to 
jewelry." 
WHERE TO SHOP: 
Howard Jewelers: Across 
the street from Ben 
Franklin's on South Main. 
Klevers Jewelry Store: 
Comer of Poe and Haskins 
Roads. 
Mills Jewelry: 192 S. Main 
Street. 
Food is the way 
to a man's heart 
As a child, my mom and 1 would 
bake cakes and cookies, and make 
candy for most holidays. It was a 
way for us to bond, but it was also 
a way for her to give presents to 
friends without spending a lot of 
money. 
last year, 1 spent way too much 
money at the Godiva store in 
franklin Park Mall and decided this 
year I would make the chocolate 
gifts for those people I hold near 
and dear. 
Anyone can make candy — it's 
not as hard as anyone thinks. There 
are a few basic supplies that are 
needed and they are relatively 
inexpensive. First, you need a dou- 
ble boiler. However, I used a make- 
shift one by putting an aluminum 
mixing bowl over a metal pot. It is 
important the bowl is as big or big- 
ger dian the metal pot so that 
water does not mix with the choco- 
late. Second, cheap paint brushes 
like the ones you used when you 
were a kid, and third, a candy mold 
that can be purchased at Meijer or 
Wal-Mart. 
• ••••••••••••••••■a »■»■• 
Did you know... 
Americans on 
the average eat 
18 acresfjjjjgfo 
everyday **^ 
•»■••••»••••r»■■■•■•■■•• 
LOTIONS & POTIONS ! 
Perfect Gifts For That 
Perfect Valentine! 
$1.00 OFF 
Fragrance oils or colognes 
w/ tltis coupon 
To begin, fill the metal pot half 
way with water and put the alu- 
minum bowl on top. Then bring 
the water to a simmer over medi- 
um heat. Once the water is sim- 
mering place about half the bag of 
candy melts in the aluminum 
bowl. Stir the melts constantly until 
they are completely melted. It 
should not take that long—about 
five minutes. 
Remove the pans from the heat 
but do not remove the aluminum 
bowl from the pan. The hot water 
will keep the chocolate melted. Fill 
the molds using a metal spoon. 
Once the molds are full you can 
take candy sticks to make lollipops 
and place them into the chocolate. 
(These can be found near the 
candy molds.) Put the mold into 
the freezer for about 20 minutes or 
until the chocolate is hard. 
If you want to be creative, melt 
colored candy melts and use the 
paint brush to pain the parts of the 
mold that you want that color. 
I lowever, you will not be able to fill 
the mold at first. You paint the 
shell, put in the freezer and fill the 
mold after the shell is hard. 
Guys, your girlfriends will defi- 
nitely appreciate the time and 
effort you put into the candy. 
Chocolate is a girl's best friend — 
well, it's second to diamonds. 
fl'.orner ofMain and Wooster J54-3145j 
DID      I 
•;•:';•;•;•;•;•;»:»;?•■ 
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Just another nartlcPloiKlay... 
wish if were Sunday,., 
(3£t fl Kiss From Th£ 
Bow^n-Thompson ^lad^nl Union 
FREE-Valentine Treats 
■ ■ I ■ mp • r " i 
STAMPERS COPY AND 
MAIL CENTER 
Second Floor 
«P   S.i.m.   8 p.m. Monday - Fridn\ 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday 
4 - 8 p.m. Sund.iv 
Towers 
5
 Appetizer Buffet * 
February 14,2002 
5-7pm 
$11.95 
•Regular Menu items still Available 
Call Dining Services Event line for more info. 
372-6996 
THE BG news' 
UfllEimnE'S   PERS0IIRLS 
To be published on a special 
page Thursday February  14th. 
Deadline: February  12th 
2x2 Example = $24 
Bring d photo 
We'll find the drt 
It's Bursdrable AnntverMiyi 
: ■>■; igB/ntfltS 
Birthdays 
Community Service 
1x3 
Example 
= $18 
Wi 
Ik- My Valentine 
Joe!!! /. 
Joe Who?     : 
Joe Mamma!    \ 
Love. The girls 
of Kohl 
Valentine's Classified are also availabe for S1.05 
per line, S3.15 minimum. Call 372-6977 for more 
information or stop in to 204 West Hall 
To my dearest 
Valentine Georgia? 
^r  I'm missing 
you like candy! 
,2Q      ^>   Love, 
^7 Bobby 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
$3 OFF 
a Valentine's Personal 
with this coupon. 
* i personal ads only YFtA/X "Display perso l l
offer expires 2-14-02 
Deadline: 2 business days prior by 4:00 Come to 204 West Hal 
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Pornography goes mainstream 
PORNOGRAPHY, FROM PAGE 7 
nally were popular as a way lo view 
pornography in the privacy of the 
home. The Internet, which still 
contains large amounts of 
pornography, gained much of 
its original popularity as a way 
to exchange pornographic 
material. DVD's and other new 
media are often used as ways to 
heller store and use pornogra- 
phy.  Even  audible recordings 
are used to hold erotic books or 
simply erotic sounds. 
"One of the major reasons 
why people first learned lo read 
was so they could read porno- 
graphic writings," lirown said. 
"Pornography was the original 
reason for tlie advent of the 
paperback novel." 
The definition of pornogra- 
phy has changed over (he 
course of history and varies 
from person to person.   What 
some consider pornography 
others consider art and what is 
pornography at one time may 
be art at another. 
"One reason why art and 
pornography are so hard to 
define is thai both are very sub- 
jective and have a great deal of 
range and overlap," Brown said. 
"What ever your personal 
opinion of pornography is, it is 
a major part of culture and can- 
not be ignored." Brown said. 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
Anniversary Sale 
ONE YEAR CELEBRATION of our move to Fairview Plaza 
Bridal Sets, Wedding Rings, Engagement Rings, Bracelets, 
Earings, Gemstone Rings for her and him 
Serving the University since 1918 
'We've Moved to the corner ofPoe qnd Has kins- 
•353-6691 • Open Monday-Saturday • 
V!  
We're filling up fast...Get your apartment 
for next year before it's too late!!! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St. 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
TAKE $25 OFF 
each months rent for the full term of the lease if 
signed by the end of February for Mid Am Manor & 
Charleston Apartments. 
^^Kvvvv1 
Am 
agement 
Houses for Rent: 
702 E. Wooster 
702 1/2 E. Wooster 
122 <li Frazee Ave. 
702 '/2 Sixth St. 
704 '/2 Sixth St. 
Call or stop by our office today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4380 
Valentine's Day not 
only for couples 
COMMERCIALIZATION. FROM PAGE 7 
pie to feel bad and not necessarily a 
day only for couples. Il is merely a 
day to show your affection to some- 
one you care about, whether it be a 
significant other, spouse, parent, sib- 
ling or close friend. 
Everyone, therefore, can celebrate 
Valentine's Day. It's just that too often, 
loo much focus is placed on significant 
others and il shouldn't be only that. 
Now Sweetest Day is a Hallmark 
I loliday (1 say thai, although I do cele- 
brate ill. There is no backbone or sig- 
nificant reason to celebrate than for 
the pure purpose of celebrating rela- 
tionships (Isn't that what dates, 
anniversaries, even everyday should 
be for?) 
Valentine's Day. on die odter hand, is 
diere to remind us of what we should 
be doing everyday and that is telling 
someone we care about that we love 
them. 
So next time you here someone say 
diat Valentine's Day is a I lallmark holi- 
day, give them a hug and tell diem you 
love them: even if il isn't Valentine's 
Day. 
'torn, Z? »5 t**nde>)AUnet* *KJ$2j^ 
?rTHE CLOSET DOOR 
Will wrap your gift and top it with a 
FREE beautiful red silk rose 
And yes - will even deliver your 
Valentine gift for you. 
Stop in and let us help you 
j^oose just the right gift! 
214 South Main St 
downtown B.C. 
ext to Belleville's & across from Sky Bank 
The  Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
L0VE& ^QiO SrfOt>E«N"f$ 
I    Get a KISS 
c       at the        J 
Information Center 
7am-midnij:ht  Monday-Friday 
9am-midnight Saturday &  Sunday 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM FEATURES: VAIi:\TI\l"S DAY Monday, February 11,200211 
Harry London offers chocolate variety 
CHOCOLATE, FROM PAGE 3 
lied chocolate. Each tank is holds 
80,000 gallons of chocolate that will 
eventually make over seven million 
pieces of candy. The factory uses 
about one tank of chocolate each 
day. 
The chocolate is moved to the 
factory floor by large pipes running 
along the ceiling The pipes contain 
smaller pipes filled with 90-degree 
water to keep the chocolate from 
hardening and clogging the pipes. 
To clean the pipes, they are flushed 
with hot water and steam. Cleaners 
are not used in order to avoid conta- 
minants in the chocolate. Workers 
can not wear perfumes, make-up, or 
heavy deodorants for the same rea- 
son. 
The remainder of the factory is 
viewed from an observation hall 
that runs along the factory floor. 
Caramels and other fillings are 
made in several 'kitchens' along the 
main floor. Liquid caramel is 
poured onto steel tables and cooled. 
Each table holds 100 pounds of 
caramel, worth about $895. 
Televisions are set at various loca- 
tions along the tour path, showing 
guests how the company makes 
various candies such as cherry cor- 
dials and caramels. The specialty 
kitchen is where fondant acme is 
used to decorate chocolate figures 
like Santa Clauses and Easter bun- 
nies. 
A second observation hall is sit- 
uated above the factory ground 
floor, running down the middle of 
the room. On the left side, a bot- 
tomer, enrobcr, as well as other 
machines from the original facto- 
ry, are used. Workers add decora- 
tions by hand to the tops of the 
gourmet chocolates. 
New equipment, buill in Europe 
for the new facility, are lined on 
the opposite side on the floor. 
These are more efficient than the 
original equipment and are used 
to turn out larger amounts of 
sweets in a short time without the 
extra man power. Candies are 
packaged at the factory and 
shipped around the country and 
abroad. 
The factory makes over 500 vari- 
eties of candies; only about a 
dozen can be made each day. 
Each shift prepares several differ- 
ent varieties. Three shifts work 
around the clock, five days a week. 
Chocolates and candies for the 
holidays are prepared months in 
advance. Valentine's Day-thcmed 
gifts were started the day after 
Thanksgiving, and the factory is 
currently making Easter candies. 
Harry London also makes can- 
dies for several private labels by 
contract. Specific kinds of candies 
are made exclusively for these 
companies. Companies that have 
contracts include Universal 
Studios' character Curious George 
and the Walt Disney Company. 
The tour ends in the Chocolate 
Store, advertised as the largest in 
the Midwest. The store has every- 
thing from chocolates to nuts to 
jelly beans to hard candy along 
with a number of other sweets. 
If you are interested in touring 
the Harry London Chocolate 
Factory, additional information or 
reservations can be made by call- 
ing 1-800-321-0444. 
BG News welcomes your 
ideas for future stories 
'Call us at 372-6968 11 = 
On a Canadian two dollar 
bill, the Hag flying over 
the Parliament Building is 
an American Flag. 
= 1111 
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CO 
ONE STOP FOR ALL 
YOUR HOUSING 
NEEDS! 
Leases available for 2002-2003 
Fox Run • Haven House Manor 
Piedmont * Blrchwood Place 
Mini Mall • Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing * Houses 
All residents receive a membership 
to CherrywoorJ Health Spal 
Indoor heated swimming, pool.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, compute 
exercise equipment, compute locker room & shower tadWfes 
530 Maple • 352-9378 
Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30 ^H^2 
.LOOM iOUQIIET 
Mylar & Latex Balloons 
Valentine's Cards 
ORDER NOW! 
VALENTINE'S GIFT IDEAS 
Plus... 
Fashion Jewelry, mugs, magnets, 
notecards, hats, sweatshirts, 
t-shirts, and jackets! 
inhere' 
Free embroidery on 
all our jackets 
not good with any other offer 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. • 352-8333 
we Deliver! We Deliver1 We Deliver! We Deliver! We Deliver1 We Deliver! We Deliver! 
■ 
V tfat j/tat Someone Special 
valentine'£ 
r 
v 
Huge selection of 
Valentine's Day Cards for 
everyone on your list plus: 
• Picture Frames 
• Candy 
• Stuffed Animals 
• Gift Items 
SENIORS! 
rders, graduation announcements 
~nd diploma frames TODAY! 
University Bookstore 
Saddlemire Student Services Building    M-Th 8-6, Fri 8-5, Sat 9-5 
'charge VISA 
V 
